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Introduction

Gold5 is the latest plugin conceived, designed and cre-
ated by Acustica Audio.
The realization of  Gold is the result of  our continuous 
hunt for vintage and rare outboard gear and our desire 
to achieve perfection in our emulations.
This plug-in represents the most unique offering on the 
market for any lover of  the sound of  the legendary vin-
tage British consoles.
The rarity of  the emulated devices, the detail in the em-
ulations, the design work… all this makes this plug-in 
as precious as pure gold…
Gold5 now includes 9 different equalizers, 2 extremely 
rare compressors, 7 preamplifiers (a total of  52 pream-
plifiers are available inside the Gold5 PRE standalone 
version). Along with its routing control section this is 
one of  the most complex and complete acqua plugins 
ever released.
Anyone in search for faithful emulations must simply 
try this vintage British channel strip (complete with its 
standalone modules).
Acustica has decided to create an Anthology (Analog 
Dreamware Anthology) plug-in. It’s not just a series of  
plug-ins: our goal is to provide all of  our customers 
with a complete collection encapsulating an inestimable 
amount of  outboard gear from the past. In order to 
realize our goal we are ready to hunt them down to the 
ends of  the earth.

- About analog modeling
 
“It’s no secret that the sound of  our creations are dif-
ferent from all the others. Better or worse, nobody can 
deny that they are unique in every respect.
Our approach is based on sampling; by using FIR fil-
ters we have also a clean, almost alias free  signal with 
a beautiful frequency/phase response up to Nyquist 
frequency. Long kernels allow to reduce ripple without 
introducing the typical errors of  IIR implementations 
(no decramp filters, no lowpass filters, no phase issues 
or approximations)”.

- How to get the best
 
Our Anthology captures the spirit and essence of  our 
plug-ins.
The goal is to provide all of  our customers with the best 
collection of  commercially available vintage hardware. 
We are willing to improve our technology day after day, 
in order to create the most faithful emulations on the 
market, always aiming to achieve the best possible quality.

- What we do
 
We are finally doing something new: a software which 
in a certain way is superior to both the classic software 
approach (circuit modeling) and the existing real hard-
ware created from a specific design.
The first would be sterile; it would sound like a “pl-
ugin” because of  the usual IIR phase issues and im-
precise harmonic distortion introduced by “ideal circuit 
modeling”. The second would include many physical 
world limitations.
This is the reason why we don’t use an “algorithmic” 
approach: Acustica uses ‘samples’ of  real gear and the 
resulting sound proves to be amazingly authentic!

1. Analog

2. Dreamware

3. Anthology
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Equalizers 
EQs allow to intervene on the frequency content of  the audio 
material. The human ear can hear sounds whose intensity and 
dynamics are in the decibel range of  about 0 to 120 dB (the 
threshold for causing permanent hearing damage), within the ide-
al 20Hz-20000Hz frequency range. Mastering EQs usually 
have an extremely linear and much wider frequency response. 
Thanks to these devices, you can ‘balance’ the frequencies so that 
your track (and tracks between them) sounds in the best possible 
way. 

Compressors 
Compressors control the dynamics of  a track. They can be used to 
smooth out signal peaks and give the sound more body or reduce 
the difference in volume between the loudest and softest bits in the 
same piece of  music. They are perhaps the most ‘characteristic’ 
tools used in mastering, because they are often creatively used to 
give a static and lifeless piece a specific colour. There are several 
types of  compressors and each can be used for different purposes 
(see page TBD).

Limiters
Limiters can be considered as extreme compressors with very fast attack 
and release times. Their purpose is to prevent signal levels from exceeding 
a set threshold. They are usually used at the end of  the mastering chain 
(before the SRC and dithering) to increase the final volume of  a track, 
adapting it to the required tastes and standards, without ever exceeding the 
dangerous threshold level of  0 dBFS, over which digital distortion will 
ruin the overall work. One of  the features of  a well-designed limiter is 
that its use may seem transparent to the ear, even when a peak reduction 
of  several decibels occurs. As a result of  the excessive use of  these devices, 
side-effects such as distortion and loss of  detail will be inevitable. TIP: 
Use a compressor to add some character or alter the dynamics, a limiter to 
provide a more transparent result. [1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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- Please always keep in mind that each plug-in in Gold5 bundle 
follows the usual Acqua/Nebula convention: 0 dBVU = -18 
dBFS.

About Gold 4 (fourth version)

In Gold 4 we included an additional uber-rare EQ built 
in the ‘70s, the 8115, a three-band, semi-parametric 
equalizer with a high pass filter. The original unit is a 
vintage Class A/B Mic Pre-EQ with the same design, 
topology, and components as its illustrious big brother, 
the mighty 3081.

These modules were standard in small broadcast con-
soles, yet the version we sampled reveals more of  a 
‘modern conception’ behind it. It is a stereo unit (con-
verted to mono for Gold5) in immaculate condition, 
that was extremely hard to source, but worth every 
minute we spent sampling it.

What’s new in Gold 5?

We have elevated the Gold suite to new heights with 
the release of  its fifth version, incorporating new fea-
tures that enhance its accuracy and integrating it with 
our cutting-edge Hyper technology.

New features:

- Improved audio quality thanks to the oversampling.
- New “Hyper” engine.
- Numerical value parameters.
- Various optimizations and graphical improvements.
- Resizable interface.

Hyper technology

Thanks to our new Hyper and Hyper2 technology, we 
can now deliver even more realistic and convincing 
compression, saturation, filters, and preamp signals in 
the digital domain by emulating the sound of  analog re-
cording equipment with lower CPU consumption and 
improved stability.

Main new features

• Hyper 2 saturation & compression technology.
• All new Hyper preamps.
• An ULTRA Shape control to make the distortion 
more or less pronounced.
• Numeric labels for all controls.
• High quality oversampling, up to 16x with perfect 
phase response.
• Resizable GUIs*

*Choose between 3 magnification values (1x - 1.5x - 2x) 
from the top left ▼SIZE drop-down menu.
Once the desired size is selected, the plug-in must be re-
moved and re-loaded to apply the changes. This action 
affects the currently selected plug-in. New instances of  
the same plug-in will open with this magnification.

Technical information

• Supported formats: VST2, VST3, AAX, and AU.
• Available sample rates: ALL.
• Windows 10 and 11 compatible.
• macOS 10.15, 11, and 12 compatible.
• Intel, AMD, and Silicon M computer compatible.
• AAX Silicon Native.
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Antarctica
Plug-in installation and authorization

During the modeling process we used the best convert-
ers and cables available on the market, we measured the 
unit in excellent conditions and employed skilled ex-
perts in the sampling process, using our self-developed 
sampling application.
With Gold5 you have one of  the best, high-quali-
ty profes sional audio software plug-ins in your audio 
workstation. We spend countless hours developing 
these no-compro mise plug-ins just to give you nothing 
but the best sound and a ‘feel’ that is as close to the real 
hardware to the greatest possible extent. 

Gold5 consists of:

- Gold5 (Channel-strip):
- Gold5 PRE (standalone preamps module)
- Gold5 EQ (Equalizer standalone module);
- Gold5 COMP (standalone compressor module);

To help you fully unleash the true potential of  your mixes, you can use the individual modules of  the Gold5 chan-
nel strip as separate plugin processors, giving you the possibility to use each component separately, for even more 
versatility and a significant CPU optimization.

PACKAGE CONTENTS

We are confident that this plug-in will help you make 
more professional mixes… because: Sound First!

Gold5 comes in a “Standard version” and an alterna-
tive “ZL*” version which operates at ‘zero latency’ and 
is thus suitable for use during tracking, at the cost of  
extra pro cessing load.

Acustica Audio products can be downloaded, installed, 
and authorized using the Aquarius Desktop applica-
tion.
The Aquarius Desktop application is a free standalone 
application that will manage every step in an automatic 
way without user intervention.

Download Aquarius Desktop Application
www.https://www.acustica-audio.com/pages/pl-
ugins-installation

How To Download, Install, And Authorize Your Products

www.https://www.acustica-audio.com/pages/plugins-installation
www.https://www.acustica-audio.com/pages/plugins-installation
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To download a product using the Aquarius Desktop 
application go to the purchase page and select the 
product and format (VST2, VST3, AAX, AU) to install.

The installation is done automatically by the Aquarius 
Desktop application after the download. As the Aquar-
ius Desktop application creates a temporary file of  the 
downloaded products, known as the stage area, at the

The authorization is done automatically by the Aquar-
ius Desktop application after the product installation.

In case you can’t find your product on the purchase 
page use the search page.

moment you want to reinstall a product it will not be 
necessary to download it again.

You can manage your authorizations using the Aquari-
us Web Service. Click HERE or a complete installation 
user guide.

How to download a product in Aquarius Desktop Application

How to install a product in Aquarius Desktop Application

How to authorize a product in Aquarius Desktop Application

https://www.acustica-audio.com/pages/plugins-installation


Meters
Meters are very useful tools because they allow an engi-
neer to both listen and ‘see’ what happens at the level of  the 
sound. There are several types of  meters with different purpos-
es, among which meeting some technical standards required on 
a worldwide basis. Among the different types of  meters, there 
are: 
VU Meter: The analog (or digital) meter used to measure 
the ‘volume’ of  a track, meaning by this its RMS (Root 
Mean Square) value. The higher this value, the higher 
the sound perceived by the ear, compared to another whose 
RMS value is lower, with the volume settings being the 
same in each case. 

The VU Meter and Level Meter are equivalent, except 
that the latter measures peaks and the RMS value placing 
them on a digital scale with a maximum level of  0 dBFS. 
BBC Meter: The BBC meter AKA the “PPM” is a 
peak meter (Peak Program Meter) where “4” on the meter 
is equivalent to 0dbU and “6” is +8dbu (the maximum 
permissible level in BBC broadcasting) it’s different to VU
These early console (sampled to obtain Gold) were usually 
equipped with PPM’s because they were mostly used for 
broadcast use. 
Spectrum Analyzer: It is a must have in any mastering 
studio. This meter displays, on two axes, the frequency con-
tent of  the track you are burning.

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini

Acustica plug-ins come in two versions: ZL (zero la-
tency) and a regular version. While the ZL version does 
not introduce any latency to your system, the standard 
version does.
This buffer varies in size for each plug-in and helps re-
duce the CPU and system load of  your computer
significantly.
For this reason we recommend that you use a ZL in-
stance when tracking.

Basically both plug-in instances are identical but the 
current Acqua engine can work either with or without 
an audio buffer. The idea behind a ZL instance is to 
give you the option to run an Acqua Effect with mini-
mal latency, which is useful for tracking or direct mon-
itoring.

What Is A ‘ZL’ Plugin?
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Modern computers are powerful enough to run many 
plugins at once. However, our technology requires 
more resources than algorithm-based software, so we 
recommend optimizing your system to work with high 
CPU loads and low audio latency.

Before starting the installation process, please confirm 
that your system meets the minimum system require-
ments to run the plugins please consult the follow-
ing link: https://app.box.com/v/AASYSTEMRE-
QUIREMENTS

To contact Acustica Audio, always use the single point 
of  contact, which is this help-desk portal:
https://acusticaudio.freshdesk.com/support/home

All names, product names, logos, and brands displayed 
on this document are the property of  their respective 
owners. The content included in this manual, such as 
graphics, icons, images, is the exclusive property of  
Acusticaudio S.r.l. a socio unico or its suppliers and is 
protected by international copyright laws.

We do not provide official assistance via social net-
works, public forums, or email accounts. For trouble-
shooting and issue reporting, check the available solu-
tions in the knowledge base.

The information contained on our website may not be 
downloaded, modified, distributed, uploaded, or oth-
erwise used without the express written consent of  
Acusticaudio S.r.l. a socio unico, Acustica Audio is a 
trademark of  Acusticaudio S.r.l. a socio unico.

System Requirements

Customer Care

Copyrights and Credits

https://app.box.com/v/AASYSTEMREQUIREMENTS
https://app.box.com/v/AASYSTEMREQUIREMENTS
https://acusticaudio.freshdesk.com/support/home
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Equalizer - module 1 (HF-HMF)

Africa

Gold5 EQ is composed by two modules (HF/HMF module and LMF/
LF module). Each module is bypassed when the relevant OFF button is 
pressed (led ON = the section is bypassed). Thus it is possible to compose 
different combinations choosing from the available EQ emulations.
The following section is referred to HF-HMF module.
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North Africa
High Frequencies

The 8066 button activates the 8066 EQ

The 8122 button activates the 8122 EQ

The H073 button activates the H073 EQ 

The 3081 button activates the 3081 EQ

The 8077 button activates the 8077 EQ

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
ON-OFF: enables the HF shelf  (ON)
The HF frequency is fixed at 15 kHz

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
HF Frequency: this stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 3.3 kHz, 4.7 kHz, 6.8 
kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz.
The first position (Off) disables the HF shelf.

We decided to include in the EQ pack this “do-it-yourself ” device because of  its incredible sound.)
HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dBON-OFF: enables the HF shelf  (ON)
The HF frequency is fixed at 12 kHz

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
HF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 3.3 kHz, 4.7 kHz, 6.8 
kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HF shelf.

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB.
OFF: disables the HF shelf  (ON).
The HF frequency is fixed at 15 kHz
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The 8093 button activates the 8093 EQ

The 8193 button activates the 8193 EQ

The 8115 button activates the 8115 EQ

The 3102 button activates the 3102 EQ 

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
HF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 3.3 kHz, 4.7 kHz, 6.8 
kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HF shelf.
(This EQ model is only available in Gold5 EQ standalone plugin)

This EQ emulation (HF Filter) is the same as 8093, but the EQ is in bell (peak) mode.
(This EQ model is only available in Gold5 EQ standalone plugin)

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB.
OFF: disables the HF shelf.
The HF frequency is fixed at 10 kHz
(This EQ model is only available in Gold5 EQ standalone plugin)

HF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
HF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 10 kHz, 12 kHz, 16 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HF shelf

Equalizers high frequencies comparison
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Equalization 

“Mastering is 90% EQ” - Craig Anderton - Mastering 
Engineer - Writer - Educator 
Equalization is perhaps one of  the most difficult aspects 
to ‘master’ in the world of  mastering. Even the slightest 
variation has a crucial impact on what the track will even-
tually sound like. In addition to one’s personal taste, this 
makes you stumble around in the endless search for the 
perfect sound. Moreover, even the most accurate listening 
system has its own way to represent the sound… which the 
ear has to get used to. 
TIP: Both on headphones and monitors, be careful not to 
go overboard with volume. Besides being dangerous, your 
ear fatigue will cause you to make wrong decisions that will 
mean you having to go back to them at a later stage. 
There are several types of  equalizers. In mastering you 
usually use linear-phase digital EQs and digital or high-
priced analog parametric EQs. Without focusing too much 
on technicalities whilst still covering the main practical as-
pects, you need at least to become familiar with the technical 
terms and functions associated with equalization. 

TIP: Cut/boost levels at different frequencies are usually 
very subtle in mastering. Provided that the mix spectrum 
is well-balanced, even differences of  half  a decibel could be 
significant and ‘shift’ the listener’s focus to some elements 
over others, as well as alter the track’s character. If  a mix 
is unbalanced, stronger corrections can restore the order of  
things (always limiting EQ adjustments to a maximum of  
+/- 1.5 - 2 dB makes no sense at all). It is clearly better to 
go back to the mix and correct the causes of  significant im-
balances. Mastering can make the difference, but you cannot 
always expect miracles, can you? 
Below is a small glossary of  the most commonly used terms 
in the EQ world. 
Filter: A circuit which alters a limited range of  frequencies. 
Bandwidth: The width of  the frequency range altered by a 
filter. 
Peaking Filter: A filter which boosts (or cuts) a specific band 
of  frequencies. 
Centre Frequency: In a filter it is the frequency at which a 
Peaking Filter applies maximum gain (e.g. a gain of  2 dB 
in a filter with a centre frequency of  220 Hz will apply a 
2 dB boost at this frequency and a smaller boost at the sur-
rounding frequencies based on the Q value). [1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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The 8066 button activates the 8066 EQ
HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob selects the peak frequency among the following values: 0.7 kHz, 1.2 kHz, 
2.4 kHz, 3.8 kHz, 7.0 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF band.

Central Africa
High Mid Frequencies

The 8122 button activates the 8122 EQ

The 8077 button activates the 8077 EQ

HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the band from -18 dB to +18 dB
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob selects the peak frequency among the following values: 1.8 kHz, 2.7 kHz, 
3.9 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 8.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF band.

HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB.
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob se lects the peak frequency among the following val ues: 700 Hz, 1.2 kHz, 
2.4 kHz, 3.8 kHz, 7.0 kHz.
The first position (OFF) of  the frequency knob disa bles the HMF band.

The H073 button activates the H073 EQ

HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the band from -18 dB to +18 dB
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob selects the peak frequency among the following values: 0.36 kHz, 0.7 kHz, 
1.6 kHz, 3.2 kHz, 4.8 kHz, 7.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF band.

(We decided to include in the EQ pack this “do-it-yourself” device because of  its incredible sound.)
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The 3081 button activates the 3081 EQ

The 3102 button activates the 3102 EQ

The 8115  button activates the 8115 EQ

HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -12 dB to +12 dB
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 1.5 kHz, 1.8 kHz, 
2.2 kHz, 2.7 kHz, 3.3 kHz, 3.9 kHz, 4.7 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 6.8 kHz, 8.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF.

 HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob selects the bell frequency among the following values: 0.35 kHz, 0.7 kHz, 
1.6 kHz, 3.2 kHz, 4.8 kHz, 7.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF.

HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the bell from -18 dB to +18 dB
HMF Bell Frequency: the stepped knob selects the bell frequency among the following values: 390 Hz, 820 Hz; 
1.8 kHz; 3.9 kHz; 8.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF. (Available only in the Gold5 EQ standalone plugin.)

Plus:
Both the 8093 and the 8193 buttons activate the 8066 HMF band (see above).
Available only in the Gold5 EQ standalone plugin.

Equalizers high mid frequencies comparison



Q Value: A measure of  the width of  the ‘bell’ of  a Peak 
Filter (no wonder it is sometimes called Bell Filter). High 
Q figures indicate a narrow bell, whereas low Q figures 
indicate a wider bell. 

High-Pass Filter / HPF: A filter which progressively at-
tenuates frequencies below a certain frequency. 
Low-Pass Filter / LPF: A filter which progressively at-
tenuates frequencies above a certain frequency. 
Band-Pass Filter: A filter which allows a certain range of  
frequencies to pass. 

N.B. A first-order filter produces a roll-off  of  6 dB/oct.; 
a second-order filter has a 12 dB/oct. slope; a third-order 
filter will have a 18 dB/oct. and a fourth-order filter 24 
dB/oct. In some digital EQs, you can also find slopes of  
48 dB per octave but such steep slopes may often cause 
unnatural or undesired effects (resonances). 

(High / Low) Shelving Filter: A filter which boosts or 
cuts the signal beyond a certain reference frequency. 

Cut-off  Frequency: The frequency at which a HPF or 
LPF has attenuated the signal by 3dB. What is essential 
in the equalization process is to learn to precisely iden-
tify the frequency ranges where the different elements of  
a mix ‘reside’. The older Hi-Fi systems, which you can 
still find in some houses, often feature control knobs say-
ing everything and nothing about their use: they are called 
Lows / Mids / Highs. Kind of  vague, isn’t it? If  you 
want to make your way in this discipline, you definitely 
need to start thinking at least in terms of  Lows, Low-
Mids, Mids, High-Mids, Highs. You will start from here 
to increase your ‘array’ of  frequency intervals. 

TIP: One of  the most common mistakes beginners make is 
thinking that an increase in high frequencies corresponds to 
an automatically higher ‘definition’ of  a mix, only to then 
find out that their dog is suffering from a terrible headache. 
Let’s start to split our ‘action field’ into small groups:
[1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini



The 8066 button activates the 8066 EQ
LP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. Low Pass Filter among the following frequency 
values: 18 kHz, 12 kHz, 8.2 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 3.9 kHz.  
The first position (OFF) disables the LP filter.

South Africa
Low Pass Filters

The 8122 button activates the 8122 EQ

The 8077 button activates the 8077 EQ

LP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. Low Pass Filter among the following frequency 
values: 18 kHz, 12 kHz, 8.2 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 3.9 kHz. 
The first position (OFF) disables the LP filter.

LP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct.
Low Pass Filter lets you select among the follow ing frequency values: 18 kHz, 12 kHz, 8.2 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 
3.9 kHz. 
The first position (OFF) of  the frequency knob disa bles the LP filter.

The H073 button activates the H073 EQ

The 3081 button activates the 3081 EQ

The 3102 button activates the 3102 EQ

LP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. Low Pass Filter among the following frequency 
values: 18 kHz, 12 kHz, 8.2 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 3.9 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LP filter.

LP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. Low Pass Filter among the following frequency 
values: 18 kHz, 12 kHz, 8.2 kHz, 5.6 kHz, 3.9 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LP filter.

LP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. Low Pass Filter among the following frequency 
values: 18 kHz, 14 kHz, 10 kHz, 8 kHz, 6 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LP filter.

(We decided to include in the EQ pack this “do-it-yourself” device because of  its incredible sound.)
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20 – 40 Hz : This is the lowest frequency region where you 
can still hear the sub-harmonics of  some instruments such 
as the bass, kick drums, synthesizers, subkicks, etc. HPFs 
are very often used to limit (or filter out) this range of  
frequencies. Our suggestion is decide what to do each time. 
In vinyl mastering you try to limit the amount of  energy 
in this frequency interval (as well as high frequencies), in 
particular in the SIDE channel (see page TBD), in order 
to avoid potential vibration of  the cartridge while playing 
the records. Elliptical EQs, which deliver these frequencies 
in mono, are therefore used. 

40 – 80 Hz : The ‘lows’, as they are often called. 
This is perhaps one of  the most favourite frequency rang-
es, as it adds more power and body to the sound. How 
many times did we bump into consumer headphones whose 
strength (or weakness, we should say) lies in the ‘bass-
boost’? The problem is that this frequency range is very 
difficult to govern so as to sound good on most listening 
systems. Cheap speakers rarely extend up to 60 Hz, not 
to mention the full scale. Since very common genres of  mu-
sic, e.g. Rap, EDM and Hip-Hop, often have an extra 
amount of  energy in this range, the aim is to achieve a 
balance that gives body without muffling the sound. 

80 – 250 Hz : The warmth and body of  many instru-
ments reside in this frequency interval. The guitar and bass 
strongest frequencies is around 100 Hz. 

The lowest frequency on a guitar is around 80 Hz. The 
vocal warmth, as well as the snare drum body, often resides 
between about 200-220 Hz. This frequency range is often 
reduced to make vocals more intelligible in some musical 
genres. Sometimes the solution is to increase the distinction 
between the bass and guitar bits by reducing the signal to 
around 100 Hz, yet with the risk of  excessively ‘depriv-
ing’ the mix of  its basis. In any situation your ears will be 
the final judge (a practical example of  a track with a good 
measure of  energy in this range is ‘Forever in your Eyes’ 
- Mint Condition). [1 ]

250 – 500 Hz : Low-Mid frequencies include spaces, 
mid tones of  basses, acoustic and electric guitars, snare 
drums, and add more tonal consistency to instruments such 
as the double bass and piano. Even the drum toms have a 
considerable content of  these frequencies and their excessive 
energy may make the sound muddy. No wonder this range 
is often slightly attenuated in the tracks of  the drum mics. 
This helps focus better on cymbals and drum attacks (a 
good example is Bruce Hornsby’s famous track ‘The way 
it is’, which is rich in these frequencies). 

500 – 2000 Hz : Two complete octaves whose ‘focus’ is 
crucial to a successful master. We are talking about Mid 
frequencies. In many commercial masters, both on peaks 
and the average level, you can hear how these frequencies 
are (or sound) hollow. Whereas it is true that too many 
Mids may make the sound nasal and messy, too few of  
them will make the mix sound really weak and ‘precar-
ious’. This is a fulcrum range where a good balance will 
provide a good starting point for the master to sound good 
almost anywhere. One of  the most common problems typ-
ical of  these frequencies are resonances (see page TBD), 
which can be partially treated and rectified at the mastering 
stage, but they should ideally be identified and fixed during 
the mixing process (listen to the track ‘You’re the voice’ by 
David Foster to have a general idea of  how, in a mix, the 
predominance of  frequencies in this range affects the final 
result). 

2000 – 4000 Hz : The High-Mids are essential to the 
percussive attack of  bass drums, snare drums and toms. 
An increase to around 2700 – 3000 Hz (a very sensitive 
frequency range for the human ear) may help increase the 
‘projection’ of  electric guitars or a piano’s high notes, as 
well as the vocal strength. Excessive High-Mids will make 
the mix sound difficult to hear and quite exhausting (e.g.: 
‘Swerve City’ - Deftones). [1 ] 

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini

Plus: 
Both the 8093 and the 8193 buttons activate the 8066 LP filter (see above)
Available only in the Gold5 EQ standalone plugin
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Equalizer - module 2
Oceania
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Oceania - Australia
Low Mid Frequencies

The 8066 button activates the 8066 EQ
LMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
LMF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the peak frequency among the following values: 0.7 kHz, 1.2 kHz, 2.4 
kHz, 3.8 kHz, 7.0 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LMF band.

The 8122 button activate the 8122 EQ

The 8077 button activates the 8077 EQ

The 3081 button activates the 3081 EQ

LMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
LMF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the peak frequency among the following values: 270 Hz, 390 Hz, 560 
Hz, 820 Hz, 1.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LMF band.

LMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -14 dB to +14 dB.
LMF Frequency: the stepped knob se lects the peak frequency among the following values: 0.36 kHz, 0.7 kHz, 1.6 
kHz, 3.2 kHz, 4.8 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LMF band.

LMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -12 dB to +12 dB.
LMF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 0.22 kHz, 0.27 kHz, 
0.33 kHz, 0.39 kHz, 0.47 kHz, 0.56 kHz, 0.68 kHz, 0.82 kHz, 1 kHz, 1.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HMF

The H073 button activates the H073 EQ

LMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
LMF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the peak frequency among the following values: 0.36 kHz, 0.7 kHz, 1.6 
kHz, 3.2 kHz, 4.8 kHz, 7.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LMF band.

(We decided to include in the EQ pack this “do-it-yourself” device because of  its incredible sound.)
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The 3102 button activates the 3102 EQ
LMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
LMF Frequency: the stepped knob selects the bell frequency among the following values: 0.35 kHz, 0.7 kHz, 1.6 
kHz, 3.2 kHz, 4.8 kHz, 7.2 kHz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LMF

Equalizers Low mid frequencies comparison

4000 – 6000 Hz : Definition and strength of  melodic 
instruments and vocals. Do not exceed or your ears will 
‘bleed’ due to a cutting and sharp sound. 

6000 – 12000 Hz : These frequencies add detail and 
sparkle but… careful with sibilants! It is not uncommon 
to hear consonants and sounds like ‘ch’ and ‘s’ (around 
6-7 kHz) being really out of  control. Using multiband 
compressors and dedicated de-essers in mastering can be 
a solution (not the best one, though) only if  you cannot 
go back to the mix and deal with these problems. Many 
Mastering Engineers refuse to use de-essers since they also 
significantly affect other elements of  a mix.

Not only that, but a significant reduction in sibilance 
would make the singer seem to have… ‘a lisp’ (a tangi-
ble example of  the problem arising from sibilance is the 
track ‘Heatwave’, composed by Dave Stewart & Barbara 
Gaskin). 12000 – 20000 Hz : This range imparts a 
sense of  openness and ‘air’ to the sound, in particular on 
vocals and cymbals. 
In conclusion, it is clear how you cannot act on a single 
element of  a mix without affecting the others. Mastering 
is the art of  compromise, where each action has multiple 
outcomes. Some are choices of  production, others are driven 
by personal taste, some others are caused by misjudgements, 
but perfection does not exist!”. [1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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Oceania - New Zealand
Low Frequencies

The 8066 button activates the 8066 EQ LF band
LF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -16 dB to +16 dB
LF Frequency: this stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 35 Hz, 60 Hz, 100 Hz, 
220 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF shelf.

The 8122 button activates the 8122 EQ LF band

The 8077 button activates the 8077 EQ LF band

The 3081 button activates the 3081 EQ LF band

LF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
LF Frequency: this stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 33 Hz, 56 Hz, 100 Hz, 
180 Hz, 330 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF shelf.

LF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
LMF Shelf  Frequency: the stepped knob se lects the peak frequency among the following values: 35 Hz, 60 Hz, 
110 Hz,  220 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF band.

 HMF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -19 dB to +19 dB
LF Shelf  Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 33 Hz, 56 Hz, 100 
Hz, 180 Hz, 330 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF shelf.

The H073 button activates the H073 EQ LF band

LF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
LF Frequency: this stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 35 Hz, 60 Hz, 110 Hz, 
220 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF shelf.

(We decided to include in the EQ pack this “do-it-yourself” device because of  its incredible sound.)
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The 3102 button activates the 3102 EQ LF band

The 8115 button activates the 8115 EQ LF band

LF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -14 dB to +14 dB
LF Shelf  Frequency: the stepped knob selects the bell frequency among the following values: LF Shelf  Frequency: 
the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency among the following values: 35 Hz, 60 Hz, 110 Hz, 220 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF shelf.

LF Gain: sets the gain of  the shelf  from -18 dB to +18 dB
LF Shelf  Frequency: the stepped knob selects the shelf  frequency from the following values: 33 Hz, 56 Hz, 100 
Hz, 180 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the LF shelf. 
(Available only in the Gold5 EQ standalone plugin.)

Equalizers Low frequencies comparison



Remote Oceania
High Pass Filters

The 8066 button activates the 8066 EQ
HP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. High Pass Filter among the following fre-
quency values: 45 Hz, 70 Hz, 160 Hz, 360 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HP filter.



The 8122 button activates the 8122 EQ

The 8077 button activates the 8077 EQ

The 3081 button activates the 3081EQ

The 3102 button activates the 3102 EQ

The 8115 button activates the 8115 EQ

HP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. High Pass Filter among the following fre-
quency values: 27 Hz, 47 Hz, 82 Hz, 150 Hz, 270 Hz.
The first position (Off) disables the HP filter.

HP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. High Pass Filter among the following fre-
quency values: 45 Hz, 70 Hz, 160 Hz, 360 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HP filter.

HP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. High Pass Filter among the following fre-
quency values: 27 Hz, 47 Hz, 82 Hz, 150 Hz, 270 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HP filter.

HP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. High Pass Filter among the following fre-
quency values: 45 Hz, 70 Hz, 160 Hz, 360 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HP filter.

HP Frequency: High Pass Filter has the following frequency values: 27Hz,  47Hz,  82Hz,  150Hz,  270 
Hz
The first position (OFF) disables the HP filter.

The H073 button activates the H073 EQ

HP Frequency: selects the -3 dB point of  the 18 dB/oct. High Pass Filter among the following fre-
quency values: 50 Hz, 80 Hz, 160 Hz, 300 Hz.
The first position (OFF) disables the HP filter.

(We decided to include in the EQ pack this “do-it-yourself” device because of  its incredible sound.)



Equalizers comparison table

Description: 8066

The 8066 is a Class A, discrete mi-
crophone preamplifer combined 
with a 4-band equalizer plus a high 
pass and low pass filter.
It’s characterized by a typical fat 
sounding low end, sensible midrange 
eq points and a sweet hi end.
These units were found in numerous 
consoles of  the day, and are still the 
equipment to go when the highest 
audio quality is needed.

Description: 8122

The 8122 eq features 4 switched fre-
quency bands plus a stepped HPF and 
LPF.
Without a doubt, it’s one of  the best 
built and best sounding pieces of  audio 
gear available to this day.
The sound of  this classic british device 
is heard on thousands of  great record-
ings.
By pairing it with a suitable preamp, you 
can achieve that great sound color of  
an early 70s British console.

Low Frequency: 

from 35 to 220 Hz.  
Gain: from -16dB to +16dB.  
Q: Shelf  filter. 
Low-Mid Frequency: from 0.7 to 7 
kHz. 
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB.  
Q: Peak filter. 
High-Mid Frequency: from 0.7 to 7 
kHz. 
Gain: from -18dB to +18 dB.
Q: Peak filter. 
High Frequency: 
12 kHz.  
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB.  
Q: shelf  filter.

Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 45 Hz to 360 Hz. 18 dB 
per octave.
 
Low Pass: from 3.9 kHz to 18 kHz. 18 dB 
per octave.

Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 27 Hz to 270 Hz. 
20 dB per octave.

Low Pass: from 3.9 kHz to 18 kHz. 20 dB 
per octave.

Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 45 Hz to 360 Hz. 20 dB 
per octave.

Low Frequency:  

from 33 to 330 Hz.  
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB.  
Q: Shelf  filter. 
Low-Mid Frequency: from 270 to 1k2 
kHz. 
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB.  
Q: Peak filter. 
High-Mid Frequency: from 1k8 to 
8k2 kHz. Gain: from -18dB to +18dB.  
Q: Peak filter. 
High Frequency: from 3.3 to 15 kHz.  
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB.  
Q: Shelf  filter.

High Frequency: 
from 3.3 to 15 kHz. 
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB. 
Q: Shelf  filter.

Description: 8093
SHELF MODE

Since its design in 1972, sound engi-
neers have found the 1081 an indis-
pensable tool for recording and mix-
ing. As with all british outboard gear, 
users are assured the highest quality 
signal acquisition, thanks to uncom-
promising Class AB circuitry, hand-
wound “british” designed transform-
ers, and unrivalled attention down to 
each minor component and tiniest 
construction detail.



Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 45 Hz to 360 Hz. 20 dB 
per octave.

High Frequency: 
from 3.3 to 15 kHz. 
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB. 
Q: Peak filter.

Description: 8193
PEAK MODE

Designed in 1972 until today engi-
neers have found the 1081 an in-
dispensable tool for recording and 
mixing.
 
This EQ emulation refers to same 
hardware as the 8093, but it oper-
ates in bell (peak) mode instead of  
shelving mode.
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Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 50 Hz to 300 Hz. 20 
dB per octave.
Low Pass: from 3.9 kHz to 18 kHz. 20 
dB per octave.

Low Frequency:  
from 50 to 300 Hz.
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB. 
Q: Shelf  filter.
Low-Mid Frequency: 
from 0.36 to 7.2 kHz. Gain: 
from -18dB to +18dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High-Mid Frequency: 
from 3.9 to 18 kHz. Gain: 
from -18dB to +18dB. 
Q: Peak filter.
High Frequency: 
12 kHz.
Gain: from -16dB to +16dB.
Q: Shelf  filter.

Description: H073

H073 EQ has revisited one of  the 
most revered EQs on the planet, not 
least because of  the sheer number of  
hits it has helped produce over the last 
40 years. Notably, it is still manufac-
tured completely in England to this 
day, following the original specifca-
tions laid down in 1970.
(We decided to include it in the EQ 
pack this “do-it-yourself ” device be-
cause of  its incredible sound.)

Filter Section:
 
Low Pass: from 3.9 kHz to 18 kHz. 
Both filter sections have 20dB/octave 
slopes.

High Frequency: 
from 3.3 to 15 kHz. 
Gain: from -18dB to +18dB. Q: Shelf  
filter.

Description: 8077

8077 EQ emulation is based on a 
classic, discrete 3-band EQ/Pre Amp, 
with high/lowpass filter. A fat “Brit-
ish” low end, focused midrange and 
sweet high-end.
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Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 27 Hz to 270 Hz.
Low Pass: from 3.9 kHz to 18 kHz. 
Both filter sections have 20dB/octave 
slopes.

Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 27 Hz to 270 Hz.

Filter Section:
 
High Pass: from 45 Hz to 360 Hz.
Low Pass: from 6 kHz to 18 kHz. 
Both filter sections have 20dB/octave 
slopes.

Low Frequency: 
from 33 to 330 Hz. Gain: from -19dB 
to +19dB.
Q: Shelf  filter.
Low-Mid Frequency: 
from 0.22 to 1.2 kHz. Gain: from 
-19dB to +19dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High-Mid Frequency: 
from 1.5 to 8.2 kHz. Gain: from -19dB 
to +19dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High Frequency: 
3.3 to 15 kHz. Gain: from -19dB to 
+19dB.
Q: Shelf  filter

Low Frequency: 
from 33 to 330 Hz. Gain: from -18dB 
to +18dB.
Q: Shelf filter.
Low-Mid Frequency: 
from 0.39 to 8.2 kHz. Gain: from 
-18dB to +18dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High-Mid Frequency: 
from 0.39 to 8.2 kHz. Gain: from 
-18dB to +18dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High Frequency: 
10 kHz (fixed). Gain: from -18dB to 
+18dB.
Q: Shelf  filter

Low Frequency: 
from 35 to 220 Hz. Gain: from -19dB 
to +19dB.
Q: Shelf  filter.
Low-Mid Frequency: 
from 0.35 to 7.2 kHz. Gain: from 
-19dB to +19dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High-Mid Frequency: 
 from 0.35 to 7.2 kHz. Gain: from 
-19dB to +19dB.
Q: Peak filter.
High Frequency: 
10 to 16 kHz. Gain: from -19dB to 
+19dB.
Q: Shelf  filter

Description: 3081

3081 EQ is a state-of-the-art  unit of  
one of  the most revered british equal-
izer of  the ‘70s. The original device 
is equipped with input and output 
transformers that infuse  character in 
terms of  the fullness of  sound. 
The sound of  this emulation is full, 
rich, detailed and eminently musical, 
in short, it’s sonic excellence. 

Description: 8115

8115 is  a vintage Class A/B Mic Pre 
(from the 70s) with the same technol-
ogy, the same topology and the same 
electronics as its illustrious big broth-
er, our 3081. This emulation includes 
the 3 band semi-parametric equalizer 
with the high pass filter (No preamp 
stage)

Description: 3102

3102 EQ is a vintage microphone 
preamplifier and 3-band equaliser 
with High/Low filters, it is widely 
considered one of  the best-sounding 
class A mic pre/EQ units ever pro-
duced by one of  the most famous 
and historic British manufacturers.





Compressor
America

Gold5 is equipped with 2 different compressors, the 8252 and the 8254. 
Both models are emulations of  units built by a celebrated UK company. 
This compressor module offers an accurate reproduction of  these hard to 
find devices. We’ve chosen to sample the best units in circulation to provide 
you with the perfect solution. 
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GAIN REDUCTION METER: measures the re-
duction level applied by the compressor. The me-
ter indicates ‘0’ in the absence of  an input signal 
or any gain reduction. If  the signal exceeds the 
compression threshold or limit level, the amount 
of  gain reduction is shown.
 
ATTACK: sets the compressor’s attack time, 
ranging from 1 ms (fast) to 16 ms (slow);
 
RELEASE: sets the compressor’s release 
time, ranging from 75 ms (fast) to 6000 ms 
(slow);
 
SHMOD: controls the shape of  the com-
pressor’s attack curve. It allows you to 
fine-tune the attack behaviour, in order to adapt 
it to any audio source.
 
THRESHOLD: sets the threshold of  the com-
pressor, ranging from -20 dB to +10 dB;

MAKEUP: sets the output gain compensation, in 
order to match the level of  the compressed signal 
with the original.
 
MIX: (also included in the Gold5 Channel Strip) 
determines the mix proportion between the orig-
inal (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signals. Here you’ll 
find a very powerful and simple-to-use feature.
 
OFF: pushing this button (included only in the 
Gold5 Channel Strip) the compressor is bypassed.
 
SC button: this button (included only in Gold5 
COMP standalone version) engages the external 
side-chain** of  the compressor.

Compression 

Dynamics processors 
Compressors are among the most used (and misused) tools 
in modern mastering. They are used for different purposes, 
from adding colour to altering the dynamics of  a track and 
acting as a ‘glue’. 
Talking about compression in mastering can be extremely 
easy as well as enormously complex. Leonardo da Vinci is 
quoted as saying that “simplicity is the ultimate sophistica-
tion” and we will try to stick to this idea. 
If  I may use an analogy, just as important as the right wine 
is to a dinner main course, such is the right compressor to 
the track it is used on. It is not uncommon to have more 
than one type of  compressor during the mastering process, 
with some being extremely sought-after due to their distinc-
tive sound. In the analog world, there are some revered ma-
chines which, although out of  production for several years, 
still fetch staggering prices on the second-hand market. Just 
think of  the legendary Fairchild 670 compressor, the un-
disputed king of  tube limiting (with 20 vacuum tubes!), 
which can cost up to 50,000 dollars (slightly more than 
40,000 euros). No misprints, unfortunately.

In recent years, the use of  compression has laid 
down the law on the final result of  millions of  
tracks to such an extent that it has become involved 
as the ‘accused’ in the case against the Loudness 
War. The over-use of  compression literally kills 
the natural dynamics of  individual instruments 
as well as whole tracks. Killing the sound natural 
features has several effects and introduces artefacts 
that make you lose the musicality of  the track you 
are working on. The stereo image narrows, musi-
cal expression is minimized, the balance between 
the ambience and its elements is so altered that 
three-dimension¬ality is completely lost. Anyone 
who really knows how to use a compressor is also 
able to turn it off  at the right moment. [1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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Releases comparison table

Attacks comparison table
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table AM-I

Attack value: 1

Attack value: 2



table AM-II

Attack value: 4

Attack value: 8
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table AM-III

Attack value: 16

Attacks comparison table
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table AM-IV

Release value: 75

Release value 150
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table AM-V

Release value: 350

Release value 750
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table AM-VI

Release value: 2000

Release value 6000
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table AM-VII

Releases comparison table
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8252 Compressor
North America

GAIN REDUCTION METER: measures the re-
duction level applied by the compressor. The me-
ter indicates ‘0’ in the absence of  an input signal 
or any gain reduction. If  the signal exceeds the 
compression threshold or limit level, the amount 
of  gain reduction is shown.
 
ATTACK: sets the compressor’s attack time, 
ranging from 1 ms (fast) to 16 ms (slow);
1stella step= this attack time derived from 8052 
limiter.
2 stars step= default attack time of  8054 device 
4 – 8 -16 steps= these times derived directly from 
our venerable LIME C compressor.
 
RELEASE: sets the compressor’s release 
time, ranging from 75 ms (fast) to 6000 ms 
(slow);
 
SHMOD: controls the shape of  the com-
pressor’s attack curve. It allows you to 
fine-tune the attack behaviour, in order to adapt 
it to any audio source.
 
THRESHOLD: sets the threshold of  the com-
pressor, ranging from -20 dB to +10 dB;

MAKEUP: sets the output gain compensation, in 
order to match the level of  the compressed signal 
with the original.

MIX: (also included in the Gold5 Channel Strip) 
determines the mix proportion between the orig-
inal (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signals. The DRY/
WET control is a very powerful and simple-to-
use feature that wasn’t included in the original 
devices.
This function is logically placed in the con-
trol section, because it significantly chang-
es the operational mode of  the module, al-
lowing parallel or sidechain compression. 
The four available routing settings and the cor-
rect use of  the DRY/WET control are essential 
in order to achieve radically different sound qual-
ities. 

OFF: pushing this button (included only in the 
Gold5 Channel Strip) the compressor is bypassed.
 
SC button: this button (included only in the 
Gold5 COMP) engages the external side-chain** 
of  the compressor.

RATIO: sets the compression ratio, ranging from 
Linear to 10:1, Lim.

The 8252 compressor/limiter was the prede-
cessor to the 8254. It was the first compressor 
equipped with germanium transistors running 
from a -24v  power supply.
This compressor is a masterpiece!
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You also have to consider that, with the new broad-
cast and TV audio standards that have been adopt-
ed on a worldwide scale (see, for instance, EBU 
R128), any audio content is automatically normal-
ized to be perceived at the same loudness as other 
contents coming from different sources. This method 
makes it completely useless to try to ‘sound louder 
than competitors’. In the two figures below, we show 
a clear example. Two versions loudness-normalized 
to -23 LUFS (the reference standard) of  one track 
by Spandau Ballet and another one by Deftones. 
We let you draw your own conclusions. 
Now, all this having been said, you will study the 
basic concepts of  dynamics processing that will al-
low you to make the best possible use of  compres-
sors, for both artistic and corrective purposes, with-
out losing sight of  the ultimate goal: to emphasize 
the musicality of  a track.

Types of  compressors 
Without focusing too much on electronics, whilst 
still covering the main practical aspects, let’s see the 
various types of  compressors and their uses. 
Pure Digital Compressors/Limiters 
They use a set of  mathematical operations to ad-
just the input and output levels and each function 
generally provides a degree of  accuracy and trans-
parency hardly achievable in the analog domain 
(especially top-quality digital compressors designed 
for mastering). 

VCAs (Voltage-Controlled Amplifiers) 
Providing high accuracy on the attack and release 
controls as well as on the gain, this circuit design 
makes these compressors extremely versatile.

Vari-Mu Compressors 
Their internal architecture is based on tube tech-
nology. This type of  compressor does not come 
with the ratio control, but the level reduction is 
incremental depending on the input volume. They 
work extremely well on percussions, drums and, 
in general, whenever you want to keep transients 
intact. Generally Vari-Mu compressors have 
higher response speed on the attack and release 
than optical compressors (not as high as FETs or 
VCAs, though). 

FETs
Capable of  very fast attack and release times. 
Typically they are more commonly used in the 
mixing stage, where an extremely creative use may 
be justified. 

Opto Compressors 
It is interesting to see how they work. A light 
bulb or LED are controlled by the compressor 
side-chain and a photoresistor in the gain stage re-
sponds to their light by varying the gain reduction. 
Optical compressors react quite slowly to tran-
sients and are often used in mastering to ‘massage’ 
the track. This circuit design is also sought-after 
for the character it imparts to the sound.  [1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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table NA-I

Ratio Linear

Ratio 2:1



table NA-II

Ratio 3:1

Ratio 5:1
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table NA-III

Ratio 10:1

Ratio Limit
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table NA-IV

8252 Ratio values comparison

8252 Ratio linear and limit values comparison
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8254 Compressor
South America

GAIN REDUCTION METER: measures the re-
duction level applied by the compressor. The me-
ter indicates ‘0’ in the absence of  an input signal 
or any gain reduction. If  the signal exceeds the 
compression threshold or limit level, the amount 
of  gain reduction is shown.
 
ATTACK: sets the compressor’s attack time, 
ranging from 1 ms (fast) to 16 ms (slow);
1stella step= this attack time derived from 8052 
limiter.
2 stars step= default attack time of  8054 device 
4 – 8 -16 steps= these times derived directly from 
our venerable LIME C compressor.
 
RELEASE: sets the compressor’s release 
time, ranging from 75 ms (fast) to 6000 ms 
(slow);
 
SHMOD: controls the shape of  the com-
pressor’s attack curve. It allows you to 
fine-tune the attack behaviour, in order to adapt 
it to any audio source.
 
THRESHOLD: sets the threshold of  the com-
pressor, ranging from -20 dB to +10 dB;
 
MAKEUP: sets the output gain compensation, in 
order to match the level of  the compressed signal 
with the original.

The original hardware was created in 1969 as a continuation 
of  a previous unit (8252). Its sound is often described as 
“smooth and creamy”.
It’s a classic compressor, built around a diode dridge gain 
reduction cell.

MIX: (also included in the Gold5 Channel Strip) 
determines the mix proportion between the orig-
inal (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signals. Here you’ll 
find a very powerful and simple-to-use feature. 
The DRY/WET control is a very powerful and 
simple-to-use feature that wasn’t included in the 
original devices.
This function is logically placed in the control 
section, because it significantly changes the oper-
ational mode of  the module, allowing parallel or 
sidechain compression.

The four available routing settings and the cor-
rect use of  the DRY/WET control are essential 
in order to achieve radically different sound qual-
ities. 

OFF: pushing this button (included only in the 
Gold5 Channel Strip) the compressor is bypassed.
 
SC button: this button (included only in the 
Gold5 COMP) engages the external side-chain** 
of  the compressor.

RATIO: sets the compression ratio, ranging from 
Linear to 10:1, Lim
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Compressor controls 
Threshold 
The threshold control helps define the ‘portion of  
sound’ we want to process and is the level above 
which compression starts. If  we want to limit sig-
nal peaks, we will most likely set a high threshold 
with a hard knee. If, however, we want a larger 
‘mass’ of  sound in the track to be levelled out to 
our needs, we should use a lower threshold with a 
soft knee to soften the compression effect. 
TIP: In some cases, two cascade compressors are 
used in mastering to work on different components 
(Peak and RMS) or, in order to reduce the dynam-
ic range, they can be used to split the ‘workload’ so 
as to make the compression process as uniform and 
transparent as possible. Without pumping effects. 
In general, an overall compression of  2-3 dB is 
acceptable. Higher values could alter the original 
dynamics of  the track a bit too much and we need 
to decide whether this is what we want. Often in 
jazz an overall compression of  0.5/1 dB is al-
ready considered at the limit. Compressors should 
not be used at all in classical music, in particular 
analog compressors which tend to colour the sound.
Knee 
The knee is the point where the ratio changes from 
‘unity gain’ to a set ratio. With a hard knee, 
com-pression is introduced as soon as the signal 
exceeds the threshold, whereas with a soft knee, 
the gain reduction process starts as the signal ap-
proaches the threshold limit, before exceeding it. 
This makes the transition softer and the compres-
sion effect less perceptible. 

Ratio 
There is no threshold without a ratio, which nu-
merically determines the amount of  compression 
ap¬plied once the audio has crossed the threshold.

For example, a ratio of  2:1 means that for every 
2 dB of  volume over the threshold, the compressor 
lets out 1 dB of  volume. Compressors start to be 
called limiters at ratios of  20:1 all the way up 
to Infinity:1 (rather extreme). In mastering ratios 
are kept at very conservative levels, especially if  a 
chain of  multiple compressors is used (it is usual to 
set a ratio of  between 1.1:1 to 2-2.5:1). 

The first important concept you need to understand 
is that if  it is true that high ratio values result in 
high compression values, their effect is not neces-
sarily more audible than low ratio values with a 
lower threshold, especially if  the attack and release 
times, which we are going to see shortly, are set 
approximately without considering the speed of  the 
track. 

Another thing that is going to sound counter-in-
tuitive is that the higher the ratio, the lower the 
amount of  compression. How? If, for instance, we 
have a 16 dB overshoot above the set threshold and 
increase the ratio from 1:1 to 2:1, we will have a 
gain reduction of  8 dB. If, having the same over-
shoot, we increase the threshold from 8:1 to 16:1, 
we will have an additional gain reduction of  only 
1 dB (compared to 8 dB in the previous example). 
Now we see how the difference in the signal reduc-
tion is higher in the lower ratio values than in the 
higher ones. 

By this we are not saying you need a scientific cal-
culator to use a compressor, but with experience 
and the right musical sensitivity you will not be-
come a slave to your compressor, as is often the 
case, making it your slave instead. Many Master-
ing Engineers prefer not to rely on numbers, but on 
their perception. [1 ] 

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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In the figures below you can see in detail what has 
been said so far. We used a standard digital com-
pressor, setting a threshold to -23 dBFS with a ra-
tio of  1:1 and then 2:1. We generated a tone burst 
instantly increasing the volume by 16 dB compared 
to the threshold.

1.1 (200ms attack) 
2.1 (200ms attack) 
8.1 (200ms attack) 
16.1 (200ms attack)

As you can see, the most critical difference is be-
tween 1:1 (i.e. no compression) and 2:1. Compres-
sion is not doubled when going from 8:1 to 16:1. 
The difference is a mere 1 dB. 

Let’s run the experiment again with a faster attack 
time, 2.5 ms, and the ratio set to 2:1 
We notice that the initial transient has died away 
and the image is smoothed out. Fast attack times 
alter the dynamics of  natural transients. In this 
case, 8 dB of  gain reduction were produced within 
only 2.5 ms. 

The natural attack of  instruments such as drums 
and percussions would be suppressed with these 
settings. Attack times should be quite long if  we 
want to allow transients to pass ‘safely’ and then 
compress the signal as needed. However, very long 
attack times, like for instance on a snare drum, 
would not give the compressor enough time to ‘re-
act’. 

TIP: Compressing low frequencies with very fast 
attack time settings may cause annoying distortion 
and clicks. This effect can be deliberately used in 
mixing (to add more attack to the bass drum, for 
instance), but not in mastering.

2.1 Fast Attack 2.5ms

Release Time 

Generally, the release time is the time it takes the 
compressor to return to unity gain (to stop com-
pressing) once the signal falls below the set thresh-
old. If  you look at the following pictures, you can 
see how the release of  a generic compressor behaves 
once the signal drops back below the threshold. We 
used three different release times: 20 ms, 330 ms 
and 1.5 seconds. 

Release 1.5 sec 
Release 20ms 
Release 330ms

The first thing you notice is how the compressor 
keeps on working even after the signal has fallen 
below the threshold, before returning to unity gain. 
This is why, if  we do not want this to happen, 
we have to measure out the release time and, ac-
cordingly, the threshold, and process only the signal 
exceeding the threshold. This feature is clearly em-
phasized now, because we are using a tone burst; in 
any case, it should always be considered when using 
a compressor on any type of  material, apart from 
when we want to deliberately ‘remodel’ the natural 
envelope of  an instrument (as we are going to see 
later). 

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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As for the attack time, too fast a release setting 
can also result in unwanted distortion and clicks 
on low frequencies, as well as in pumping, espe-
cially if  the compressor was set to such values as 
to produce high levels of  gain reduction. A long 
release time also tends to modify the natural decay 
of  many instruments’ sound tail, thereby altering 
the timbre (which sometimes can be just what we 
want). 
TIP: Both in mixing and mastering, it is impor-
tant to give a compressor’s release time such values 
as not to result in a change to the rhythmic nature 
of  the track. In a few words, we have to ‘train’ 
the compressor to keep time! ‘Arrhythmic’ release 
times tend to be clearly perceptible and are not ac-
ceptable in the mastering stage, where transparency 
should ‘theoretically’ be the rule. 
When setting the attack and release times, it is very 
useful to know roughly how long some frequencies 
take to complete a frequency cycle. In so doing, 
even when using a side-chain filter, you will more 
precisely identify your scope for action depending 
on what you want to achieve with your compressor. 
Here is a small chart intended as an additional 
reference tool. 
20 Hz – 1 kHz Frequency Cycle Duration Chart 
20 Hz : 50 ms 200 Hz : 5 ms 
30 Hz : 33 ms 300 Hz : 3.3 ms 
40 Hz : 25 ms 400 Hz : 2.5 ms 
50 Hz : 20 ms 500 Hz : 2 ms 
60 Hz : 17 ms 600 Hz : 1.6 ms 
70 Hz : 14 ms 700 Hz : 1.4 ms 
80 Hz : 12.5 ms 800 Hz : 1.25 ms 
90 Hz : 11 ms 900 Hz : 1.1 ms 
100 Hz : 10 ms 1000 Hz : 1 ms

Side-Chain Control 
The side-chain allows us to drive the behaviour of  
the compressor based on an input signal that is an

equalized or filtered version of  the main input or 
any other input signal (more commonly used in mix-
ing and for a creative use of  the compressor, an 
aspect that is left out of  our analysis). Compres-
sors, by their nature, respond more to low frequen-
cies than the rest of  the spectrum. This happens 
for two reasons: low frequencies have much more 
energy and a longer wavelength than high frequen-
cies. This makes the signal stay longer above the 
threshold, once it is exceeded, and the risk is that 
the compressor is triggered even when we do not 
want it. The side-chain allows the input signal to 
be filtered so as to prevent the compressor from 
behaving like this. Note that an equalized or pro-
cessed side-chain is always independent of  the sig-
nal to be compressed. So, even with a high-pass 
filter enabled, every audio signal will be compressed 
according to the side-chain instructions. It is a com-
mon misconception that only the ‘residual’ signal is 
compressed, leaving the filtered portion unaltered. 
We are not talking about a multi-band compres-
sor, where each filtered frequency band is brought 
to the ‘attention’ of  a compressor operating inde-
pendently! De-essers are based on the same prin-
ciple, but the side-chain is here emphasized in the 
sibilant range (6000-9000 Hz) so that the com-
pressor, with fast attack and release settings, kicks 
in on the peaks caused by this annoying problem 
generally localized in this spectrum range. 
Limiting 
Limiters are used in mastering for two specific 
functions: to prevent a signal from going above a 
set level (the ‘ceiling’) and to lift the final level of  
a mix. Although well-designed limiters are very 
transparent-sounding, it is always important not 
to be misled by the perception of  a higher volume 
and to listen with a critical ear in order to see if  
some important detail is missing. [1 ]

[1 ] Directly from “Mastering with Acustica” manual by Andrea Zanini
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table SA-I

Ratio 1.5:1

Ratio 2:1



table SA-II

Ratio 3:1

Ratio 4:1
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table SA-III

Ratio 6:1

Ratio Lim
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table SA-IV

Ratio 6:1

8254 Ratio extreme   values comparison
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Description:

The 8252 compressor/limiter was the predecessor to the 
8254. It was the first compressor equipped with germani-
um transistors running from a -24v  power supply.
This compressor is a masterpiece!

The 8252 button activates the 8252 compressor.

GAIN REDUCTION METER: measures the reduction level 
applied by the compressor. The meter indicates ‘0’ in the absence 
of  an input signal or any gain reduction. If  the signal exceeds the 
compression threshold or limit level, the amount of  gain reduc-
tion is shown.
ATTACK: sets the compressor’s attack time, ranging from 1 ms 
(fast) to 16 ms (slow).
RELEASE: sets the compressor’s release time, ranging from 75 
ms to 6000 ms (6S).
SHMOD: controls the shape of  the compressor’s attack curve. 
It allows you to fine-tune the attack behaviour, in order to adapt 
it to any audio source.
THRESHOLD: sets the threshold of  the compressor, ranging 
from -20 dB to +10 dB;
MAKEUP: sets the output gain compensation, in order to 
match the level of  the compressed signal with the original. 
Make-up gain range: from 0 dB to +20 dB.
MIX: (also included in the Gold5 Channel Strip) determines 
the mix proportion between the original (dry) and ‘effected’ 
(wet) signals. Here you’ll find a very powerful and simple-to-use 
feature.
OFF: pushing this button (included only in the Gold5 Chan-
nel Strip) the compressor is bypassed.
RATIO: sets the compression ratio, ranging from Linear to 
10:1, Lim

The 8254 button activates the 8254 compressor. 

GAIN REDUCTION METER: measures the reduction level 
applied by the compressor. The meter indicates ‘0’ in the absence 
of an input signal or any gain reduction. If  the signal exceeds the 
compression threshold or limit level, the amount of gain reduc-
tion is shown.
ATTACK: sets the compressor’s attack time, ranging from 1 ms 
(fast) to 16 ms (slow).
RELEASE: sets the compressor’s release time, ranging from 75 
ms to 6000 ms (6S).
SHMOD: controls the shape of the compressor’s attack curve. It 
allows you to fine-tune the attack behaviour, in order to adapt it 
to any audio source.
THRESHOLD: sets the threshold of the compressor, ranging 
from -20 dB to +10 dB;
MAKEUP: sets the output gain compensation, in order to match 
the level of the compressed signal with the original. Make-up gain 
range: from 0 dB to +20 dB.
MIX: (also included in the Gold5 Channel Strip) determines 
the mix proportion between the original (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) 
signals. Here you’ll find a very powerful and simple-to-use feature.
OFF: pushing this button (included only in the Gold5 Channel 
Strip) the compressor is bypassed.
RATIO: sets the compression ratio, ranging from 1.5:1 to 6:1, 
Lim

*This mode has been implemented to increase the accu-
racy and speed of  the compressor, but it’s more taxing in 
terms of  CPU usage.

** Gold5 Channel Strip has an external side-chain option 
included in the control section. Four different module 
routings are selectable, more details at page 123.

*This mode has been implemented to increase the accu-
racy and speed of  the compressor, but it’s more taxing in 
terms of  CPU usage.

** Gold5 Channel Strip has an external side-chain option 
included in the control section. Four different module 
routings are selectable, more details at page 123.

Description:

The original hardware was created in 1969 as a continua-
tion of  a previous unit (8252). Its sound is often described 
as “smooth and creamy”.
It’s a classic compressor, built around a diode dridge gain 
reduction cell.

8252 8254

Compressors comparison table
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NOTE: each compressors included in this suite are in 
“insane mode” by default.

This  mode  has  been  implement-ed to increase the 
accuracy and speed of  the compressor but it’s more 
expensive (in terms of  CPU usage).



Preamps
Asia

Gold5 features several pre-amplifiers capable of  providing loads of  vintage 
warmth to your sound, these emulations are based on a collection of  vari-
ous hardware units. The preamps included in this suite differ based on the 
selected plugin of  the bundle.
In other words Gold5 Pre, Gold5 Eq, Gold5 Channel Strip contain several 
preamps, partly shared, so to ensure that no situation is overlooked, below 
we propose 3 different sub-chapters:
- the first one will deal with the preamp section included in the Gold5 Pre - 
the second one will refer to the preamp section included in Gold5 Eq
- the third one will specify preamps included in the Gold5 Channel Strip.
We have elevated the Gold suite to new heights with the release of  its fifth 
version, incorporating new features that enhance its accuracy and integrat-
ing it with our cutting-edge Hyper technology.
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Gold5 Pre 

Gold5 preamp plug-in includes several emulations de-
rived from vintage and rare units. This section emulates 
the frequency/phase response and harmonic distortion 
of  their correspond ing circuits.
This carefully chosen collection of  pre-amps is intend-
ed to provide the user with a complete virtual console 
em ulation with all its flexible and colorful options.

Input preamps

The first processing stage of  the Gold5 Pre is the input 
pre-amp section. This section is equipped with 3 differ-
ent mutually exclusive pre-amp banks (LINE, MIC, 
BUS, plus the Off  button to bypass this preamp-stage).

• In order to select a specific bank, just press the rele-
vant button. 
As expected, each button is mutually exclusive; as a 
con sequence, only one pre-amp emulation at a time 
can be activated. Each pre-amp bank contains different 
emula tions (details below).

• You can then select the pre-amp emulation for each 
bank by moving the relevant stepped knob.

This knob al lows you to choose between several input 
pre-amp emula tions that closely emulate the phase/fre-
quency response and harmonic distortion of  the orig-
inal device.

1) Line 1-24: 24 different channel paths (Line input to 
out put)
3) Mic 1-12: 12 different channel paths (Microphone 
input to output)
4) Bus 1-10: 10 different channel paths from (from 
Chan nel Insert to a virtual bus output. The signal 
passes through the output transformers. Designed as 
a sub-mix or master-mix bus emulation which causes 
pronounced time domain distortions giving a fuller low 
end. 
Bus preamps list below (if  not specified, the preamp is 
mono).

The de scription provided below is just a guide: the uti-
lization of  these pre-amps is best decided by the user 
on a case per case basis. The engineer’s final judgment 
should always depend on his/her ears and imagination.
Gold5 preamp features Input and Output preamps, de-
tails in the next chapters.
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Details:
1: BUS 66
2: BUS 66ST (Stereo preamp)
3: BUS 52
4: BUS 54
5: BUS 73

6: BUS 22
7: BUS 71
8: BUS 72
9: BUS 77
10: BUS 02ST (Stereo preamp)

Output preamps

After the development of  this plug-in we stumbled 
upon a great valve based outboard module, so we de-
cided to sample its preamps and include them in this 
project.

The incredible flexibility of  the emulated unit can add 
further warmth and depth to your sound in a variety of  
applications.

The high quality engineering makes it suitable for the 
most telling of  mastering applications; its dedicated 
tube pre-amps can produce lush recordings and its se-
ries mode valve drive can give a high class sparkling 
distortion for creative production.

Controls

INPUT TRIM: this function allows for a “one knob” 
in ternal gain staging control by automatically linking 
input and output gain stages following an inverse law. 

The con trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, 
and adjusts the internal operational level of  the plug-in. 

Note that this is different from a standard input gain 
control due to the linked output gain stage, which al-
ways ensures that what ever gain change is introduced 
at Gold5 Pre’s input, the out put level is automatically 
compensated so that there’s no perceived level change.
NOTE: when the pre-amp section is bypassed, the In-
put Trim control has no effect on the plug-in.

OUTPUT: this knob is an output gain control ranging 
from -24dB to +24dB. 

The original gear has transformer coupled signal paths. 
Uses minimum component count and the shortest pos-
sible signal path with valves as the only active devices 
in the audio chain. The output stage is gently driven in 
order to smooth out audio peaks. The audio signal is 
fattened whilst adding gain with extremely low noise.

We sampled 2 different stereo preamps (#5-6) from 
which we derived their mono versions as well (#1-2 
from #5 and #3-4 from #6) to provide any demanding 
customer with all possible solutions.

OFF button bypasses the output preamp stage.
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Gold5 Eq preamps

Gold5 Eq preamp section features the same Input 
preamps of  Gold5 Pre, it includes  a collection of  var-
ious hardware units that emulate the frequency/phase 
response and harmonic distortion of  their correspond-
ing circuits. 

The Input preamp section is equipped with the same 3 
different mutually exclusive pre-amp banks of  Gold5 
Pre (LINE, MIC, BUS, plus the OFF=bypass button).

• In order to select a specific bank, just press the rele-
vant button. 
As expected, each button is mutually exclusive; as a 
consequence, only one pre-amp emulation at a time 
can be activated. Each pre-amp bank contains different 
emulations.

• You can then select the pre-amp emulation for each 
bank by moving the relevant stepped knob. This knob 
allows you to choose between several input pre-amp 
emulations.

ULTRA: Pressing this button shapes the preamplifi-
er stages (Input and Output) more accurately when it 
passes the breakpoint to better simulate preamp satura-
tion. This controls is only available in Gold 5 Pre.

1) Pre-amp bypass - press the OFF button (lamp ON) 
to disable the preamp section.

Press the BYPASS button to disable the plugin module 
except the following controls:

INPUT, OUTPUT, PAN, PHASE (L-R), SPREAD.

2) Line 1-24: 24 different channel paths (Line input to 
output)

3) Mic 1-12: 12 different channel paths (Microphone 
input to output)

4) Bus 1-10: 10 different channel paths from (from 
Channel Insert to a virtual bus output. The signal 
passes through the output transformers. Designed as 
a sub-mix or master-mix bus emulation which causes 
pro nounced time domain distortions giving a fuller low 
end.
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Controls 

INPUT: It sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB. 

NOTE: when the pre-amp section is bypassed, the In-
put controls had no effect on the plug-in. 

OUT: this slider is an output gain control ranging from 
-24dB to +24dB. 

L-R button: Left/Right processing is enabled by select-
ing the L-R button (the default processing mode).

When this button is enabled, the input signal to the pl-
ugin is split into two processing channels, Left & Right. 
The signal is ‘summed’ back to Stereo at the plugin’s 
output.

The Gold5 Channel Strip version offers 7 different 
preamps. The best use of  these colors can only be de-
cided by the user on a case per case basis, and the engi-
neer’s final judgment should always depend on his/her 
own ears and imagination. 

Without a doubt, this module includes several great 
choices, and it delivers a special quality that enhanc-
es any performance in need of  that distinctive British 
sound.

MID and SIDE buttons: When the MID button is se-
lected, EQ processing is applied to the center of  your 
soundstage. On the contrary when the SIDE button 
is selected, processing is applied to the edges of  your 
soundstage. 

NOTE: MID and SIDE buttons are mutually exclusive, 
this doesn’t allow you to make changes to both the Mid 
and Side channels at the same time. 

PAN: this knob controls the balance between left and 
right output signals levels.

PHASE L and PHASE R buttons: These buttons re-
verses the phase (ø) of  the left and right output signals. 

SPREAD:  varies the balance between the Mid and Side 
signals: Mono, Normal, Wide

In the preamps section of  Gold5 Channel Strip you 
can find emulations of  different British preamps, care-
fully selected to give you the best sound color for your 
projects.

NOTE: Gold5 Channel Strip is equipped from the first 
six premplifier emulations included in the BUS bank of  
Gold5 Pre and Gold5 Eq. The 7th preamp emulation in 
the strip version is different compared the standalone 
versions. It’s a mono-tube preamp (H073).

Gold5 Channel Strip preamps
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MIX - 8066
It consists of  the channel path of  device #8066, but it 
terminates at the left main mix bus output of  the con-
sole. This emulation is recommended when the effect 
of  stereo image decorrelation isn’t desired.

This emulated device is part of  a renowned British 
console series of  the day, and is still the equipment to 
go to when the highest audio quality is needed.

PREAMPS

MIX preamp graph
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BUS - STEREO 8066
This is a stereo Preamp designed as a Stereo Bus emula-
tion with pronounced time domain distortion.
This preamp includes the color of  the board compres-
sor and its make up gain stage.

Please consider using this preamp when your aim is to 
recreate the sound of  the original 8254 board compres-
sor.

BUS preamp graph
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3 - 8252
This preamp retains the unique sonic characteristics 
of  the original compressors circuit. We believe this is 
a masterpiece and we are very satisfed to give it to all 
our customers.

The original unit (1968) was the first compressor hand-
built by this manufacturer; it used germanium transis-
tors powered by a -24v supply.
It’s an excellent tool for adding character to a signal.

Preamp 3 graph

4 - 8254
This circuit emulation models a legendary British com-
pressor characterized by Class A design and transform-
er-coupled circuits used in the input. An innovative 
bridge-driver design, its side-chain and output stage 
topology ensured a totally unique sound.
The original hardware was created in 1969 as a contin-
uation of  the 8252 device.

8254 was unique in using a diode bridge as a compres-
sion element. This bridge relies on the dynamic resist-
ance of  the diodes changing with current provided by 
the control voltage. To this day, very few compressors 
utilize this gain reduction method capable of  such a 
unique sound character.
The 8254 sound is often described as creamy, warm or 
round. It is great for gentle compression on mono
sources or for thickening and adding “punch” to sub-
groups, such as drums.

Preamp 4 graph
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5 - H073
The line input stage of  a virtual console incorporating 
an input transformer. This preamp includes the colour 
of  the original equalizer modelled in Gold5.

You can use this preamp as your line input of  a virtual 
console. It is characterized by relatively high harmonic 
distortion.

Preamp 5 graph

6 - 8122
8122 is a faithful emulation of  a classic, highly revered 
preamp of  a vintage British console built in early 70s.

It’s perfect for adding warmth to recorded instruments 
like guitars and drums, and for imparting an analog feel 
to vocal tracks.

Preamp 6 graph
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7 - 8071
The 8071 preamp emulation (the 7th preamp in the 
BUS preamps bank of  Gold5 Pre and Gold5 Eq) is 
based on a vintage British Class-A preamp.

Gold5 Pre (standalone preamp version) offers 3  preamps already included in the version2 (Gold5 Pre) plus a  new 
STEREO preamp emulation for a total of  10 BUS preamp emulations in the Gold5 Pre plugin.. For any explana-
tion about these new enties  refer to the following pages.
In detail:

The original unit is a unity-gain buffer amplifier with 
0dB gain and an input impedance of  approx. 10Kohms 
or 2400 ohms. It was used as a buffer amplifier in the 
monitor sections of  this renowned British console. It is 
a great choice to add body and character to your signal.

Preamp 7 graph

Preamp 8 graph

8 - 8072
The 8072 preamp (the 8th preamp in the BUS preamps 
bank of  Gold5 Pre and Gold5 Eq) emulates a Brit-
ish vintage unit characterized by a line amplifier with 
around 36dB gain and either 300 or 1200 ohm input 
impedance.

It was used as mix bus amplifier and also as talkback 
ampli fier. The sampled unit was in excellent condition, 
and retained the unique and great sonic characteristics 
of  the original preamplifier.
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Preamp 9 graph

Preamp 10 graph

9 - 8077
The 8077 preamp (the 9th preamp in the BUS preamps 
bank of  Gold5 Pre and Gold5 Eq ) emulates the 
preamp circuit of  a well-known Class A amplifier of  a 
legendary and ultra rare British unit.

10 - 3102
The 3102 preamp (the 10th preamp in the BUS 
preamps bank of  Gold5 Pre and Gold5 Eq) emulates 
the preamp circuit of  a ‘ultrarare’  vintage unit that 
consists of  a mi crophone preamplifier  and a 3-band 
equaliser included in the Gold5 Eq and in Gold5 Chan-
nel Strip versions.

And calling it rare is an understate ment. The original 
model is really difficult to find and we are very proud 
to have been able to source one and create this amazing 
emulation for you to give your mix some sparkle!

The original gear has been used to mix many hit re-
cords for years. To provide you with such an extensive 
choice, we took a small trip to Tambourine Studios in 
Malmo, Sweden, to sample the vintage unit off  a beau-
tiful console - the same studio where all of  the Cardi-
gans’ albums were produced - and formerly owned by 
Swedish super-producer Tore Johansson (A-ha, Tom 
Jones, Anouk, Melanie C).



Tube preamps slot
China

After the development of  this plug-in we stumbled 
upon a great valve based outboard module, so we de-
cided to sample its preamps and include them in this 
project.
The incredible flexibility of  the emulated unit can add 
further warmth and depth to your sound in a variety of  
applications.
The high quality engineering makes it suitable for the 
most telling of  mastering applications; its dedicated 
tube pre-amps can produce lush recordings and its se-
ries mode valve drive can give a high class sparkling 
distortion for creative production.

The original gear has transformer coupled signal paths. 
It uses minimum component count and the shortest 
possible signal path with valves as the only active devic-
es in the audio chain. The output stage is gently driven 
in order to smooth out audio peaks. The audio signal 
is fattened whilst adding gain with extremely low noise.
We sampled 2 different stereo preamps (#5-6) from 
which we derived their MONO versions as well (#1-2 
from #5 and #3-4 from #6) to provide any demanding 
customer with all possible solutions.
OFF button bypasses the preamp.
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Preamp 1 tube
Inner Mongolia

Preamp 1 tube graph
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Preamp 2 tube
North West China

Preamp 2 tube graph
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Preamp 3 tube
North East China

Preamp 3 tube graph
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Preamp 4 tube
North China

Preamp 4 tube graph
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Preamp 5 tube
South China

Preamp 5 tube graph
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Preamp 6 tube
South West China

Preamp 6 tube graph



Control section
Europa

The control section is the core of  the system. You can enable the routing 
of  the plug-ins modules and determine the processing order between the 
EQ, Compressor, Filter.
Routing is controlled with a single knob, each step load a different block 
configuration.
More details below (INTERNAL/EXTERNAL SIDECHAIN section)
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IN/OUT controls
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Input knob: sets the input level from -24 dB to + 24 
dB; it controls the signal level at the plug-in input.

Output knob: sets the output level from -24 dB to + 
24 dB; it controls the signal level at the plug-in output.

Gold Channel Routing Diagram

Routing knob: the routing is controlled by a stepped 
knob, allowing you to select one of  four positions. 
Each position sets a different block confguration ex-
plained below.
We believe in this simple and innovative idea: a single 
control that sets the signal routing inside the plug-in by 
switching between the allowable options.
Each routing configuration is explained below.

INTERNAL/EXTERNAL SIDECHAIN
Basically a sidechain compressor uses another signal 
other than the main input, the first one going through 
a sidechain channel, to control the amount of  audio 
compression. 
The dynamic compressor has two type of  channels, 
the audio channels (1-2 input) and the sidechain chan-
nels(3-4 input). The routing control configurations al-
low to choose between the internal, or the external side 
chain input. 
We use the term “internal sidechain” to specify that the 
compressor is fed internally (it means it has an internal 
routing) and the signal comes from the plugin itself. 
It is called “external sidechain” when the input (enter-
ing the plugin and not necessarily the compressor, as 
it can be filtered or EQed before the dynamic section) 
goes through the sidechain channels (not the plugin’s 
channels), the signal sent to the sidechain is then the 
“control signal”.

Routing knob



C

EF

CEF

First step:
input 1+2 > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor sidechain 
(control signal)

Second step:
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor input

Routing 1

Routing 2

South West Europa

Central Europa
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C

E

F

C

F

E

Routing 3

Routing 4

North Europa

Eastern Europa

Third step:
input 1+2 > filter > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor sidechain 
(control signal)

Fourth step:
input 1+2 > equalizer > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > compressor sidechain (control sig-
nal)
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“Meters are very useful tools because they allow an en-
gineer to both listen and ‘see’ what happens at the level 
of  the sound. There are several types of  meters with 
different purposes, among which meeting some tech-
nical standards required on a worldwide basis and fully 
compliant with current references.”

Gold5 plugins suite features different meters depend-
ing of  the selected plugin.

Gold5 Channel Strip  -Input/Output meters 

Gold5 Channel Strip is equipped by  Input and Output VU meters; They measure the input and output level of  
the plug-in

Gold5 Pre  -Input/Output meters 

Gold5 Pre is equipped by  Input and Output VU meters; They measure the input and output level of  the plug-in

Meters
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Gold5 Eq -Input/Output meters 

Gold5 Eq is equipped with different multivariable meters for the input and output stages. 
This new upgraded version of  this incredible plugin adds trial meter displays to show up multi channel metering: 
Left (or Mid) - Right (or Side). 

NOTE: Multi channel metering info is present both in the Input and Output meters. 
These tools help you preserve fidelity throughout mixing and mastering, giving you more time to focus on making 
the best possible recordings. The following info will introduce you to the main features behind 

Gold5 Eq’s metering continuing with the detailed description of  each input and output – stereo meter types.



FEATURES:
- The Reset buttons (for input and output) will reset the meter and descriptor history. 
- The Multiple measurement modes (meters type):

VU 

These measure the input signal level of  the plugin. The analog (or digital) meter used to measure the ‘volume’ of  
a track, meaning by this its RMS (Root Mean Square) value. The higher this value, the higher the sound perceived 
by the ear, compared to another whose RMS value is lower, with the volume settings being the same in each case. 
The VU Meter and Level Meter are equivalent, except that the latter measures peaks and the RMS value placing 
them on a digital scale with a maximum level of  0 dBFS. Note: scale ranges from −20 VU to +3 VU

PEAK 

These measure the output signal level of  the plugin. Digital PPM or Peak Program Meters can help you get a 
sense of  the dynamic range of  your mix by displaying the maximum decibel amplitude level of  the audio signal’s 
waveform. Peak metering is designed to respond quickly so that the meter display reacts in exact proportion to the 
voltage of  the audio signal. Peak meters are also very useful for alerting users to when potential clipping distortion 
occurs caused by the signal spiking over 0 dBFS. 

TRUE PEAK 

These measure the maximun absolute level of  the signal waveform in the continuous time domain, measured per 
ITU-R BS 1770. Its units are dB TP meaning decibels relative to nominal 100 per cent, true peak.

TRUE PEAK MAX 

This meter type show up the True-peak Max parameter measured in dBFS. it’s defined to 1 dbTP measures with 
meter compliant with both ITUR BS.1770 and EBU Technical Document 3341. It’s a modern True peak which 
simulates the behavior of  an analog converter.

Note: to refresh the value displayed using this meter type is required a reset using the relative button/control.  
Important: this meter type measures exactly the average peak value, not eproperly the maximum peak value. 

K-12 PEAK-K-12 RMS

K-12 (PEAK-RMS) is one of  three K-System meters that differ from most other PEAK and RMS meters in that 
the 0 dB point is shifted “down” from the top of  the scale. In other words, 0 dB does not correspond to 0 dBFS 
(the highest possible level before clipping). Instead, 0 dB corresponds to -12 dBFS.This value can be considered 
as an “anchor point” that is meant to be the average level of  your music. This has a subtle implication: rather than 
focusing on the top of  the scale (0 dBFS), which might tempt you to maximize your levels, you instead focus on 
an anchor point that represents the average level of  your music. 
NOTE: You choose which K-Scale to use based on how much dynamic range you require. For recordings with 
little dynamic range, you might choose K-12. For rock, pop and country, you might choose K-14. For classical 
music, you might choose K-20.
- K-System RMS meters are linear rather than logarithmic. In a linear scale, each dB has the same width or height 
(depending on whether or not the scale is horizontal or vertical). With a logarithmic scale, dBs near the “top” of  
the scale are larger than those near the bottom. The non-linear sizing of  a logarithmic scale might tempt you to 
“squash” your levels near the top of  the scale, since that region appears larger than the rest of  the scale. Using a 
linear scale helps to counter-act that temptation.
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K-14 PEAK-K-14 RMS

K-14 (PEAK-RMS) is the second K-System meters that differ from most oth er PEAK and RMS meters in that 
the 0 dB point is shifted “down” from the top of  the scale. In other words, 0 dB does not correspond to 0 dBFS 
(the highest possible level before clipping). Instead, 0 dB corresponds to -14 dBFS .This value can be considered 
as an “anchor point” that is meant to be the average level of  your music. This has a subtle implication: rather than 
focusing on the top of  the scale (0 dBFS), which might tempt you to maximize your levels, you instead focus on 
an anchor point that represents the average level of  your music. Note: You choose which K-Scale to use based on 
how much dynamic range you require. For recordings with little dynamic range, you might choose K-12. For rock, 
pop and country, you might choose K-14. For classical music, you might choose K-20. 
- K-System RMS meters are linear rather than logarithmic. In a linear scale, each dB has the same width or height 
(depending on whether or not the scale is horizontal or vertical). With a logarithmic scale, dBs near the “top” of  
the scale are larger than those near the bottom. The non-linear sizing of  a loga rithmic scale might tempt you to 
“squash” your levels near the top of  the scale, since that region appears larger than the rest of  the scale. Using a 
linear scale helps to counter-act that temptation. Using a linear scale helps to counter-act that temptation.

K-20 PEAK-K-20 RMS

K-20 (PEAK-RMS) is the third K-System meters that differ from most oth er PEAK and RMS meters in that the 
0 dB point is shifted “down” from the top of  the scale. In other words, 0 dB does not correspond to 0 dBFS (the 
highest possible level before clipping). Instead, 0 dB corresponds to -20 dBFS.This value can be considered as 
an “anchor point” that is meant to be the average level of  your music. This has a subtle implication: rather than 
focusing on the top of  the scale (0 dBFS), which might tempt you to maximize your levels, you instead focus on 
an anchor point that represents the average level of  your music. Note: - You choose which K-Scale to use based 
on how much dynamic range you require. For recordings with little dynamic range, you might choose K-12. For 
rock, pop and country, you might choose K-14. For classical music, you might choose K-20.
- K-System RMS meters are linear rather than logarithmic. In a linear scale, each dB has the same width or height 
(depending on whether or not the scale is horizontal or vertical). With a logarithmic scale, dBs near the “top” of  
the scale are larger than those near the bottom. The non-linear sizing of  a loga rithmic scale might tempt you to 
“squash” your levels near the top of  the scale, since that region appears larger than the rest of  the scale. Using a 
linear scale helps to counter-act that temptation.

RMS

RMS (‘Root Mean Square’) voltage is a complicated-sounding engineering measure of  the average voltage level of  
electrical signals. Because the RMS me ter measures ‘average’ levels, a sustained sound reads much higher than a 
brief  percussive one, even when both sounds have the same maximum voltage level: the reading is dependent on 
both the amplitude and the duration of  peaks in the signal. It is intentionally a “slow” measurement, averaging out 
peaks and troughs of  short duration to reflect the perceived loudness of  the material. RMS meters approximate 
the way your ear perceives sound levels; your ear will typi cally not perceive sharp peaks to be as loud as they really 
are. In this meter type 0 dB corresponds to 0 dBfs.

LUFS -Momentary Loudness (M)

This measures the loudness of  the signal as perceived by the human ear, ac cording to today’s standards (EBU R 
128). These type of  meters are extremely accurate at displaying the perceived loudness of  audio material, it was 
intro duced primarily to outline broadcast standards to keep the perceived volume of  the different shows and 
adverts the same. To ensure that the difference descriptors are measured and reported correctly and not mixed 
up with other measures, any meter that measures according to R 128 must have an “EBU MODE”. The first 
measurement parameter for EBU MODE is the Momen tary Loudness,it measures the loudness of  the past 400 
Milliseconds.
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INPUT METERS

Gold5 Eq input stage includes 2 different combinations of  meter types ( explained in the previous chapter). To 
select the combination move clockwise/anticlockwise the meter sel knob (I). Since we are dealing with combina-
tions of  meter types we have given each combination a specific name shown in the 1-line  alphanumeric display, 
from now on called the “meter display” OR “Input meter type disaply”.
Available meter combinations:

OUTPUT METERS

Gold5 Eq output stage includes twelve different combination of  meter types (explained in the previous chap ter). 
To select the combination move the meter sel clockwise/anticlockwise. Since we are dealing with combinations of  
meter types we have given each combination a specific name shown in the 1-line  alphanumeric display, from now 
on called the “meter display” OR “Output meter type disaply”. 
Available meter combinations:

*NOTE: Range -18.0 LU to +9.0 LU, named the “EBU +9 scale”

LABEL

LABEL

VU

R128

R128

R128 MO

R128+14

TPEAK

K12

K14

K20

RMS

R128 ST

IEC1 DIN

IEC2 EBU

R 128 IG

M PEAK

RANGE

THRESH

METER TYPE (L-R)

METER TYPE (L-R)

VU METERS

LU - Short Term Loudness (S) METERS

LU - Short Term Loudness (S) METERS

LU - Momentary Term Loudness (M) METERS

LU - Momentary Loudness (M) METERS - EBU +9*

TRUE PEAK MAX

K-12 RMS METERS

K-14 RMS METERS

K-20 RMS METERS

K-6 RMS METERS

LUFS - Short Term Loudness (S) METERS

PPM Type 1 - IEC 60268-10) METERS

PPM Type 2 - IEC 60268-10

LUFS - Integrated Loudness (I) METERS

TRUE PEAK 

LRA

THRESHOLD
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PRESET MANAGEMENT

The Gold5 Eq includes AI (Artificial Intelligence) Presets.
By clicking the “PRESET” drop down menu on the right hand side of  the Gold5 Eq you can select a preset from 
the displayed list. You can choose between several pre sets. You may find a detailed list of  presets in the following 
Chapter “AI PRESET LIST & CREDITS”.
A normal preset would simply load the same settings each time you use it. Our AI Presets are based on a huge 
amount of  data sampled from real-life mixing sessions by renowned engineers. Any AI Preset will assess the au dio 
being fed into the plug-in and then, based on the data stored in its memory, it will automatically modify the EQ 
settings, emulating what the referenced engineer would have done in the same situation.
Here’s the procedure to obtain the best results:
- loop a short section of  audio that you deem is most sig nificant for the AI evaluation. The analyzed time frame 
is quite short (only a couple of  seconds) so different points in the audio will obviously produce different results;
- click the preset you would like to use;
- sit back and watch as the eq settings change.

This brand new technology works very well on individu al tracks and groups, whereas results on the master bus 
may vary.

NEW EXTRA CONTROLS 

SIZE:
Adjust the whole plugin-GUI size. Choose between 3 magnifications (1x - 1.5x - 2x) from the top right SIZE
drop-down menu. Once the desired size has been selected, the plugin must be removed and re-loaded in order to
apply the new size. New instances of  the same plugin will open with this size.

OVERSAMPLING:
This menu allows you to change the oversampling rate to improve the audio quality increasing the
sampling frequency of  the Gold plugins and minimizing liasing artefacts:

• The 1x mode bypasses the oversampling functionality.
• The 2x mode increases the sampling frequency of  the compressor being processed by a fixed multiple of  2x.
(not available in Gold 5 Comp)
• The 4x mode increases the sampling frequency of  the compressor being processed by a fixed multiple of  4x.
• The 8x mode increases the sampling frequency of  the compressor being processed by a fixed multiple of  8x.
• The 16x mode increases the sampling frequency of  the compressor being processed by a fixed multiple of  16x.
(not available in Gold 5 Comp)
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AI PRESETS LIST AND CREDITS

01. AI FRANCESCO DONADEL CAMPBELL

Preset Sampling Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- EQ for Master Bus purposes (various TV series, com mercials and promos)
Francesco Donadel Campbell was born in Padua, Italy, on 17 July 1972. In his early teens he developed a clear 
inter est in music and began playing the guitar and the elec tric bass. In later years his passion for the world of  music 
and its more modern genres pushed his own interests towards high fidelity, digital audio and video. In particu lar, 
computer-related music, CD-R burning and the digi tization of  his extensive VHS cassettes archive. Not being 
allowed to listen to music at high volumes until late at night, he started to share his love of  the world of  hi-fi and 
especially professional headphones using various brands and models over the years.
Francesco’s love of  Japanese cartoons led him in 2002 to assume the role of  quality control supervisor and DVD 
project technical coordinator at Shin Vision, a company specialized in the commercialization of  products related 
to Japanese animation.
From 2005 to 2013 he covered the role of  coordinator and quality control supervisor at SoundnVision, a company 
based in Milan well placed in the field of  video post-pro duction. His love for precision and his natural under-
standing of  issues related to the quality of  the video mas ters for broadcasting and for marketing on DVD led him 
to become head of  the department of  digitization and digital video restoration using the Archangel Real-time HD 
& SD Video Restoration software by Snell & Wilcox. He has also been an audio mastering engineer since 2004. 
From 2014 to the present day he is the senior audio and video mas tering engineer for Yamato Video Srl, the most 
important company in Italy that publishes and sells Japanese ani mation on Dvd and Blu-Ray.
HDPHONIC
www.hdphonic.com 

02. AI OLEG YORSHOFF

Preset Sampling Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- General Purpose EQ suitable for individual audio sourc es, group busses and mixbus.
Oleg “Yorshoff ” Yershov – mixing and mastering engineer, pro audio journalist and respected audio mentor and 
ed ucator from Ukraine. Former classical piano player, then heavy metal touring vocalist Oleg now focuses on stu-
dio work for different artists producing different genres and styles of  music – from synth-pop and Indie to EDM, 
at mospheric black metal and countless Hip-Hop artists all over East Europe. 
In 2013 Oleg launched YorshoffMix,a Youtube-channel with the aim of  helping Russian speaking audio engineers 
to grow and become better educated in music production, mixing and mastering. In addition, Oleg writes for Fu-
ture Music Russia magazine.
Yorshoff  Mix | Mixing & & Mastering Services
www.yorshoffmix.com/
Note: This preset is the result of  an intensive new deep learning session merged with old captures. 

03. AI EMI CIONCOLONI

Preset Sampling Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- EQ for individual tracks (on voices, guitars and drums)
- EQ for Mix Bus purposes
- EQ for Master Bus purposes
Emi Cioncoloni - born in 1979, started his career as a mul ti-instrumentalist with a passion for recording, which 
was solidified in the early 2000s with the creation of  his first studio (studioe recording lab), and then in 2013 with 
EL FISH, the recording studio he currently runs.
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Over the last 20 years Emi has worked on a great diversity of  projects which has allowed him to gain much experi-
ence and refine his skills in producing albums in a variety of  genres including jazz, metal, blues, indie rock, elec-
tronic music, funk, world music, and alternative rock.
Another significant service that EL FISH has provided for many years is ‘multimedia’ such as jingles, soundtracks, 
voiceovers, e-books, and school coursebook materials in various languages.
Emi is currently specializing in music composition and sound design for video games, TV, and cinema, with a view 
to further broadening his areas of  expertise.
He his also a beta-tester for a number of  Italian plug-in software houses and has been working also as a plug-in 
GUI designer.
EL FISH RECORDING STUDIO
www.elfish.it

04. AI SERGEY TARANOFF

Preset Sampling Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- EQ for individual tracks (on distorted guitars, drums etc )
- EQ for Mix Bus purposes
- EQ for Master Bus purposes
Sergey Taranoff  was born 28 may 1979 in Vladivostok city, Russia, in a family of  musicians and was always sur-
rounded by music. At that time there was no digital, only vinyl and tapes. In 2000 he graduated from Vladivostok 
College of  Art as a guitar player artist. In 2005 he founded the T-RECords sound recording studio, which is now 
the best studio in the Far Eastern region of  Russia. 
Collaborating with such artists as GREYDER, “ИВАН ПАНФИLOVE”, ЛюSEA, Starcardigan, Roon Staal, and 
many others.
https://www.facebook.com/sergey.taranoff  

05. AI GIANNI BINI

Preset Sampling Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- EQ for individual tracks in particular on rhythmic sounds (kick, clap, snare, hi-hat, toms) but also on bass and 
synths. Genres: House and Lounge. 
- EQ for Mix Bus purposes
Gianni Bini, has for more than 20 years been producing dance music and remixes for international artists such as 
Jamiroquai , Simply Red, Whitney Houston, Diana Ross, Vasco Rossi and many others.
Gianni began his adventures in the music world in the late ‘80s, as a DJ in clubs in Tuscany. In the early 90s he be-
gan to expand his horizons by creating a small recording studio where he could develop his musical ideas, creat ing 
productions destined to leave their mark in the dance scene, not only in Italy, but all over the world.
Thanks to the quality of  his work he captured the attention of  “gurus” such as Pete Tong, Danny Rampling, Sa-
sha, Dave Seaman, John Digweed, of  the British music scene.
In 1994, the “Renaissance”, one of  the most important or ganizations in the UK, called him to be part of  their 
DJ agency, creating a relationship that has lasted for years and that will bind its name to the likes of  Ministry Of  
Sound, Cross, Wobble, Que Club, Tunnel and many others in the UK.
In 1996 he created with the Paul Martini the “Ocean Trax” and “House Of  Glass” Studios two of  the most 
important studios in the world (this year named among the top 4 in Europe by the prestigious magazine “Resolu-
tion”) and a reference point for the dance scene worldwide. Ocean Trax, has created worldwide hits such as Soul 
Heaven (The Goodfellas), Disco Down (House Of  Glass) Makes me love you (Eclipse) and brands like Bini & 
Martini, Fathers of  Sound, Netzwerk.
In the House Of  Glass Studios, Gianni has arranged, re corded, mixed, produced and remixed Whitney Houston, 
Jamiroquai, Backstreet Boys, Gabrielle, Kylie Minogue, Simply Red, Diana Ross, Eternal, Raffaella Carra, Vasco 
Rossi, Mario Biondi, Paola & Chiara Daniele Silvestri, Do natella, Chiara Civello, just to name a few.
HOUSE OF GLASS – Recording Studios
http://www.houseofglass.it/
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06. MATTHIAS FLEISHMANN

-General Purpose EQ suitable for individual audio sources, group busses and mixbus.
 
Matt Fleischmann, born in 1968 in Germany, started playing playing piano and guitar at the age of  6. A relative 
introduced him to sound technology at the early age of  14 by taking him to his studio on a regular basis. At the 
age of  19 Matt left for Ireland and the UK where he worked as a musician and live-sound technician for more 
than 10 years while studying studio sound engineering in the UK. This gave him the chance to work with some 
notable folk and rock artists from Ireland and the UK, both live and in his first own studio. After moving back 
to Germany in the late 90´s he worked as a musician and freelance sound engineer. At the time he was primarily 
involved in live recordings. He reopened his own recording studio which is now located near Stuttgart and Ulm, 
Germany. Matt´s widespread musical interests include the recording, mixing and mastering of  hand made folk, 
blues, jazz, rock and also classical music in the same way as world music and experimental electronic music. His 
studio services also include audio restauration.Today Matt is mainly running his own studio while still maintaining 
the live side of  things on the side. He never lost his passion for live mixing and recording, plays in a couple of  
bands himself  and enjoys supporting new talents. He´s also distributor and product specialist for Fuchs Audio 
Technology guitar amplifiers as well as some high-end recording microphones and outboard gear. On top of  that 
he´s beta-tester for some DAW and plugin makers, gives classes in audio engineering and workshops in guitar 
technology and guitar recording. 

www.pro-suite-audio.de 

07. REUVEN AMIEL 

-General Purpose EQ suitable for individual audio sources, group busses and mixbus.
 
Grammy Winning Mixer Reuven Amiel is an eclectic and versatile Mixing Engineer/ Producer/Sound Designer. 
He applies his modern, edgy and vibey sound to Indie Music,Modern Rock, Electro-Pop as well as Latin Pop 
moving thru World Music and everything in between.
Reuven is also a sound designer and programmer for many prestigious audio software and electronic music soft-
ware/loops companies. He has worked with a Kaleidoscope of  Artists and genres as his life is eclectic, having 
lived in many hemispheres of  the world. From his beginnings, studying under the wings of  Yoav Gera (Ofra 
Haza, Yehudit Ravitz) and moving all the way to Canada to receive knowledge from Top Producer Bob Ez-
rin (Pink Floyd, Peter Gabriel, Kiss etc.) to working with Israeli/Scottish underground Rock Band Mushroom 
Symphony, Cult Indie artists as Rouckfour to his upcoming project with European Rock Band, Pony Asteroid.  
He has also worked with  acts like, PVRIS, Cadaver Exquisito, Canadian Electronic Band NOIA, Prime Ministers 
among many others. He also has worked with Top Latin Grammy Winning/Nominees such as Ricardo Arjona, 
Shaila Durcal, Gian Marco, Susana Baca, Cristian Castro among others. He received a Latin Grammy for his mix-
ing of  Artist Felipe Pelaez and several other awards in different territories.

AmielMix 
www.amielmix.com

08. AI ALL

The “Super Experience” AI Preset is the result of  com bined learning by the following sound engineers who have 
worked for this intense project:
- Oleg Yorshoff  (www.yorshoffmix.com)
- Emi Cioncoloni (www.elfish.it)
- Gianni Bini (www.houseofglass.it)
- Sergey Taranoff, (www.facebook.com/sergey.taranoff)
- Francesco Donadel Campbell (www.hdphonic.com)

Needless to say, we are most appreciative of  their pre cious contribution to this project.



Appendix

Dictator reciperata ex hostibvs patria trivmphans in 
vrbem redit, interqve iocos militares qvos inconditos 
iacivnt, Romvlvs ac parens patriae conditorqve alter vr-
bis havd vanis lavdibvs appellabatvr.
Servatam deinde bello patriam itervm in pace havd 
dvbie servavit cvm prohibvit migrari Veios, et tribvnis 
rem intentivs agentibvs post incensam vrbem et per se 
inclinata magis plebe ad id consilivm; eaqve cavsa fvit 
non abdicandae post trivmphvm dictatvrae, senatv ob-
secrante ne rem pvblicam in incerto relinqveret statv.
Omnivm primvm, vt erat diligentissimvs religionvm 
cvltor, qvae ad deos immortales pertinebant rettvlit et 
senatvs consvltvm facit: fana omnia, qvoad ea hostis 
possedisset, restitverentvr terminarentvr expiarent-
vrqve, expiatioqve eorvm in libris per dvvmviros qvaer-
eretvr; cvm Caeretibvs hospitivm pvblice fieret qvod 
sacra popvli Romani ac sacerdotes recepissent bene-
ficioqve eivs popvli non intermissvs honos devm im-
mortalivm esset; 

Veiorum obsidio lvdi Capitolini fierent qvod Ivppiter optimvs maximvs 
svam sedem atqve arcem popvli Romani in re trepida 
tvtatvs esset; collegivmqve ad eam rem M. Fvrivs dic-
tator constitveret ex iis qvi in Capitolio atqve arce hab-
itarent. 
Expiandae etiam vocis noctvrnae qvae nvntia cladis 
ante bellvm Gallicvm avdita neglectaqve esset mentio 
inlata, ivssvmqve templvm in Nova via Aio Locvtio fi-
eri. Avrvm qvod Gallis ereptvm erat qvodqve ex aliis 
templis inter trepidationem in Iovis cellam conlatvm 
cvm in qvae referri oporteret confvsa memoria esset, 
sacrvm omne ivdicatvm et svb Iovis sella poni ivssvm. 
iam ante in eo religio civitatis apparverat qvod cvm in 
pvblico deesset avrvm ex qvo svmma pactae mercedis 
Gallis confieret, a matronis conlatvm acceperant vt sac-
ro avro abstineretvr. matronis gratiae actae honosqve 
additvs vt earvm sicvt virorvm post mortem sollemnis 
lavdatio esset. His peractis qvae ad deos pertinebant 
qvaeqve per senatvm agi poterant, tvm demvm agitan-
tibvs tribvnis plebem adsidvis contionibvs vt relictis 
rvinis in vrbem paratam Veios transmigrarent, in con-
tionem vniverso senatv proseqvente escendit atqve ita 
verba fecit.
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“Adeo mihi acerbae svnt, Qvirites, contentiones cvm 
tribvnis plebis, vt nec tristissimi exsilii solacivm alivd 
habverim, qvoad Ardeae vixi, qvam qvod procvl ab his 
certaminibvs eram, et ob eadem haec non si miliens 
senatvs consvlto popvliqve ivssv revocaretis, reditvrvs 
vnqvam fverim. Nec nvnc me vt redirem mea volvn-
tas mvtata sed vestra fortvna perpvlit; qvippe vt in sva 
sede maneret patria, id agebatvr, non vt ego vtiqve in 
patria essem. Et nvnc qviescerem ac tacerem libenter 
nisi haec qvoqve pro patria dimicatio esset; cvi deesse, 
qvoad vita svppetat, aliis tvrpe, Camillo etiam nefas 
est. Qvid enim repetiimvs, qvid obsessam ex hostivm 
manibvs eripvimvs, si reciperatam ipsi deserimvs? Et 
cvm victoribvs Gallis capta tota vrbe Capitolivm tamen
atqve arcem diqve et homines Romani tenverint, vic-
toribvs Romanis reciperata vrbe arx qvoqve et Capi-
tolivm deseretvr et plvs vastitatis hvic vrbi secvnda 
nostra fortvna faciet qvam adversa fecit? Eqvidem si 
nobis cvm vrbe simvl positae traditaeqve per manvs re-
ligiones nvllae essent, tamen tam evidens nvmen hac 
tempestate rebvs adfvit Romanis vt omnem neglegen-
tiam divini cvltvs exemptam hominibvs pvtem. Intvem-
ini enim horvm deinceps annorvm vel secvndas res vel 
adversas; invenietis omnia prospera evenisse seqventi-
bvs deos, adversa spernentibvs. Iam omnivm primvm, 
Veiens bellvm - per qvot annos, qvanto labore gestvm. -
non ante cepit finem, qvam monitv deorvm aqva ex 
lacv Albano emissa est. Qvid haec tandem vrbis nos-
trae clades nova? Nvm ante exorta est qvam spreta vox 
caelo emissa de adventv Gallorvm, qvam gentivm ivs 
ab legatis nostris violatvm, qvam a nobis cvm vindicari 
deberet eadem neglegentia deorvm praetermissvm? 
Igitvr victi captiqve ac redempti tantvm poenarvm dis 
hominibvsqve dedimvs vt terrarvm orbi docvmento es-
semvs. Adversae deinde res admonvervnt religionvm. 
Confvgimvs in Capitolivm ad deos, ad sedem Iovis op-
timi maximi; sacra in rvina rervm nostrarvm alia terra 
celavimvs, alia avecta in finitimas vrbes amovimvs ab 
hostivm ocvlis; deorvm cvltvm deserti ab dis hominib-
vsqve tamen non intermisimvs. Reddidere igitvr patri-
am et victoriam et antiqvvm belli decvs amissvm, et in 
hostes qvi caeci avaritia in pondere avri foedvs ac fidem 
fefellervnt, vertervnt terrorem fvgamqve et caedem. 
Haec cvlti neglectiqve nvminis tanta monvmenta in re-
bvs hvmanis cernentes ecqvid sentitis, Qvirites, qvant-
vm vixdvm e navfragiis prioris cvlpae cladisqve emer-
gentes paremvs nefas? Vrbem avspicato inavgvratoqve 
conditam habemvs; nvllvs locvs in ea non religionvm 
deorvmqve est plenvs; sacrificiis sollemnibvs non dies 
magis stati qvam loca svnt in qvibvs fiant.

Hos omnes deos pvblicos privatosqve, Qvirites, de-
sertvri estis? Qvam par vestrvm factvm [ei] est qvod in 
obsidione nvper in egregio advlescente, C. Fabio, non 
minore hostivm admiratione qvam vestra conspectvm 
est, cvm inter Gallica tela degressvs ex arce sollemne 
Fabiae gentis in colle Qvirinali obiit? An gentilicia sacra 
ne in bello qvidem intermitti, pvblica sacra et Romanos 
deos etiam in pace deseri placet, et pontifices flamin-
esqve neglegentiores pvblicarvm religionvm esse qvam 
privatvs in sollemni gentis fverit? Forsitan aliqvis dicat 
avt Veiis ea nos factvros avt hvc inde missvros sacer-
dotes nostros qvi faciant; qvorvm nevtrvm fieri salvis 
caerimoniis potest. Et ne omnia generatim sacra omn-
esqve percenseam deos, in Iovis epvlo nvm alibi qvam 
in Capitolio pvlvinar svscipi potest? Qvid de aeternis 
Vestae ignibvs signoqve qvod imperii pignvs cvstodia 
eivs templi tenetvr loqvar? Qvid de ancilibvs vestris, 
Mars Gradive tvqve, Qvirine pater? Haec omnia in pro-
fano deseri placet sacra, aeqvalia vrbi, qvaedam vetvs-
tiora origine vrbis? Et videte qvid inter nos ac maiores 
intersit. Illi sacra qvaedam in monte Albano Laviniiqve 
nobis facienda tradidervnt. An ex hostivm vrbibvs Ro-
mam ad nos transferri sacra religiosvm fvit, hinc sine 
piacvlo in hostivm vrbem Veios transferemvs? Recor-
damini, agite dvm, qvotiens sacra instavrentvr, qvia al-
iqvid ex patrio ritv neglegentia casvve praetermissvm 
est. Modo qvae res post prodigivm Albani lacvs nisi in-
stavratio sacrorvm avspiciorvmqve renovatio adfectae 
Veienti bello rei pvblicae remedio fvit? At etiam, tamq-
vam vetervm religionvm memores, et peregrinos deos 
transtvlimvs Romam et institvimvs novos. Ivno regina 
transvecta a Veiis nvper in Aventino qvam insigni ob 
excellens matronarvm stvdivm celebriqve dedicata est 
die”. Aio Locvtio templvm propter caelestem vocem 
exavditam in Nova via ivssimvs fieri; Capitolinos lvdos 
sollemnibvs aliis addidimvs collegivmqve ad id novvm
avctore senatv condidimvs; qvid horvm opvs fvit svsci-
pi, si vna cvm Gallis vrbem Romanam relictvri fvimvs, 
si non volvntate mansimvs in Capitolio per tot menses 
obsidionis, sed ab hostibvs metv retenti svmvs? De sac-
ris loqvimvr et de templis; qvid tandem de sacerdotib-
vs?
Nonne in mentem venit qvantvm piacvli commit-
tatvr? Vestalibvs nempe vna illa sedes est, ex qva eas 
nihil vnqvam praeterqvam vrbs capta movit; flamini 
Diali noctem vnam manere extra vrbem nefas est. hos 
Veientes pro Romanis factvri estis sacerdotes, et Ves-
tales tvae te deserent, Vesta, et flamen peregre habitan-
do in singvlas noctes tantvm sibi reiqve pvblicae piacvli 
contrahet?
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Qvid alia qvae avspicato agimvs omnia fere intra po-
merivm, cvi oblivioni avt neglegentiae damvs? Comitia 
cvriata, qvae rem militarem continent, comitia centvri-
ata, qvibvs consvles tribvnosqve militares creatis, vbi 
avspicato, nisi vbi adsolent, fieri possvnt? Veiosne haec
transferemvs? An comitiorvm cavsa popvlvs tanto 
incommodo in desertam hanc ab dis hominibvsqve 
vrbem conveniet?
At enim apparet qvidem pollvi omnia nec vllis piacvlis 
expiari posse; sed res ipsa cogit vastam incendiis rvinis-
qve relinqvere vrbem et ad integra omnia Veios migrare 
nec hic aedificando inopem plebem vexare. Hanc avtem 
iactari magis cavsam qvam veram esse, vt ego non dic-
am, apparere vobis, Qvirites, pvto, qvi meministis ante 
Gallorvm adventvm, salvis tectis pvblicis privatisqve, 
stante incolvmi vrbe, hanc eandem rem actam esse vt 
Veios transmigraremvs. Et videte qvantvm inter meam
sententiam vestramqve intersit, tribvni. Vos, etiam-
si tvnc faciendvm non fverit, nvnc vtiqve faciendvm 
pvtatis: ego contra - nec id mirati sitis, privsqvam qvale 
sit avdieritis - etiamsi tvm migrandvm fvisset incolvmi 
tota vrbe, nvnc has rvinas relinqvendas non censerem. 
Qvippe tvm cavsa nobis in vrbem captam migrandi 
victoria esset, gloriosa nobis ac posteris nostris; nvnc 
haec migratio nobis misera ac tvrpis, Gallis gloriosa est. 
Non enim reliqvisse victores, sed amisisse victi patri-
am videbimvr: hoc ad Alliam fvga, hoc capta vrbs, hoc 
circvmsessvm Capitolivm necessitas imposvisse vt de-
sereremvs penates nostros exsilivmqve ac fvgam nobis 
ex eo loco conscisceremvs qvem tveri non possemvs. 
Et Galli evertere potvervnt Romam qvam Romani res-
titvere non videbvntvr potvisse? Qvid restat nisi vt, si 
iam novis copiis veniant - constat enim vix credibilem 
mvltitvdinem esse - et habitare in capta ab se, deserta 
a vobis hac vrbe velint, sinatis? Qvid? Si non Galli hoc 
sed veteres hostes vestri, Aeqvi Volscive, faciant vt com-
migrent Romam, velitisne illos Romanos, vos Veientes 
esse? An malitis hanc solitvdinem vestram qvam vrbem 
hostivm esse? Non eqvidem video qvid magis nefas sit. 
Haec scelera, qvia piget aedificare, haec dedecora pati 
parati estis? Si tota vrbe nvllvm melivs amplivsve tect-
vm fieri possit qvam casa illa conditoris est nostri, non 
in casis ritv pastorvm agrestivmqve habitare est sativs 
inter sacra penatesqve nostros qvam exsvlatvm pvblice 
ire? Maiores nostri, convenae pastoresqve, cvm in his 
locis nihil praeter silvas palvdesqve esset, novam vrbem 
tam brevi aedificarvnt: nos Capitolio, arce incolvmi, 
stantibvs templis deorvm, aedificare incensa piget? Et,
qvod singvli factvri fvimvs si aedes nostrae deflagras-
sent, hoc in pvblico incendio vniversi recvsamvs fac-
ere?

Qvid tandem? Si fravde, si casv Veiis incendivm ort-
vm sit, ventoqve vt fieri potest diffvsa flamma magnam 
partem vrbis absvmat, Fidenas inde avt Gabios aliamve 
qvam vrbem qvaesitvri svmvs qvo transmigremvs? 
Adeo nihil tenet solvm patriae nec haec terra qvam ma-
trem appellamvs, sed in svperficie tignisqve caritas no-
bis patriae pendet? Eqvidem - fatebor vobis, etsi minvs 
inivriae vestrae [qvam meae calamitatis] meminisse iv-
vat - cvm abessem, qvotienscvmqve patria in mentem
veniret, haec omnia occvrrebant, colles campiqve et 
Tiberis et adsveta ocvlis regio et hoc caelvm svb qvo 
natvs edvcatvsqve essem; qvae vos, Qvirites, nvnc 
moveant potivs caritate sva vt maneatis in sede vestra 
qvam postea, cvm reliqveritis eam, macerent desiderio. 
Non sine cavsa di hominesqve hvnc vrbi condendae 
locvm elegervnt, salvberrimos colles, flvmen opport-
vnvm, qvo ex mediterraneis locis frvges devehantvr, 
qvo maritimi commeatvs accipiantvr, mari vicinvm ad
commoditates nec expositvm nimia propinqvitate ad 
pericvla classivm externarvm, regionvm Italiae me-
divm, ad incrementvm vrbis natvm vnice locvm. arg-
vmento est ipsa magnitvdo tam novae vrbis. Trecen-
tensimvs sexagensimvs qvintvs annvs vrbis, Qvirites, 
agitvr; inter tot veterrimos popvlos tam div bella geri-
tis, cvm interea, ne singvlas loqvar vrbes, non conivncti 
cvm Aeqvis Volsci, tot tam valida oppida, non vniversa 
Etrvria, tantvm terra mariqve pollens atqve inter dvo 
maria latitvdinem obtinens Italiae, bello vobis par est. 
Qvod cvm ita sit qvae, malvm, ratio est [haec] exper-
tis alia experiri, cvm iam vt virtvs vestra transire alio 
possit, fortvna certe loci hvivs transferri non possit? 
Hic Capitolivm est, vbi qvondam capite hvmano in-
vento responsvm est eo loco capvt rervm svmmamqve 
imperii fore; hic cvm avgvrato liberaretvr Capitolivm, 
Ivventas Terminvsqve maximo gavdio patrvm vestror-
vm moveri se non passi; hic Vestae ignes, hic ancilia 
caelo demissa, hic omnes propitii manentibvs vobis di.” 
Movisse eos Camillvs cvm alia oratione, tvm ea qvae ad 
religiones pertinebat maxime dicitvr; sed rem dvbiam 
decrevit vox opportvne emissa, qvod cvm senatvs post 
pavlo de his rebvs in cvria Hostilia haberetvr cohort-
esqve ex praesidiis revertentes forte agmine forvm tran-
sirent, centvrio in comitio exclamavit: “signifer, statve 
signvm; hic manebimvs optime”. Qva voce avdita, et 
senatvs accipere se omen ex cvria egressvs conclamavit 
et plebs circvmfvsa adprobavit. Antiqvata deinde lege, 
promisce vrbs aedificari coepta. Tegvla pvblice praebita
est; saxi materiaeqve caedendae vnde qvisqve vellet ivs 
factvm, praedibvs acceptis eo anno aedificia perfectv-
ros. Festinatio cvram exemit vicos dirigendi, dvm om-
isso svi alieniqve discrimine in vacvo aedificant. Ea est 
cavsa vt veteres cloacae, primo per pvblicvm dvctae, 
nvnc privata passim svbeant tecta, formaqve vrbis sit 
occvpatae magis qvam divisae similis.
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